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Time, Sustainable Transport and the Politics of Speed
New localism and transport: a local perspective
Peter Harris, Jamie Lewis and Barbara Adam
Stephen Joseph
This paper reports on recently conducted research under
Despite knowing the solutions, many aspects of
th
the EU’s 5 Framework Programme. It discusses how
transport in Britain are chaotic. An area where there
temporality enters the transport system and the
are problems is regional and local government. There
impact this can have on social groups. The paper is
are many and varied levels of administration which
divided into two sections. The first undertakes a
need radical overhauling and streamlining.
review of the current transport sector from a temporal
Additionally, these need financial muscle and real
perspective, which involves looking at basic
powers to get the job done. These are working in other
characteristics of transport and seeing how they
European countries, including Wales and Scotland, and
contain certain taken-for-granted temporal
there is nothing to suggest that they would not work in
assumptions that are central to how and why people
England.
respond to their mobility requirements. Using a
Keywords
temporal framework of reference we examine four
Local transport, public policy, transport
areas where the transport system is causing problems;
Co-operative paratransit transport schemes
congestion and sustainability, equity and safety. The
appropriate for a developing economy
second section outlines temporal proposals and
F.O. Ogunwolu & J.O. Akanmu
measures, some of which are already in existence in
This paper presents innovative paratransit schemes
selective policies across Europe. Devices that are
that
will be found appropriate and useful in
beginning to address these problems include the
developing
economies against the backdrop of
institutional and temporal structures of time-offices
underdevelopment,
economic downturn and the need to
and time-banks.
combat congestion at public transit stations such as bus
Keywords
stops and bus terminals. Two such paratransit schemes,
Equity, foresight. safety, sustainability, time, timeCo-operative School Bus Ride Scheme and Coeconomy, transport.
operative Company Bus Ride Scheme, as well as other
Emerging European-style planning in the USA:
modifications of such schemes, are presented. The
Transit-oriented development
individual schemes are proposed considering the
John L. Renne and Jan S. Wells
modes of operation, ownership, control, benefits and
The New Jersey Transit Village Initiative
possible drawbacks. The schemes are individually
demonstrates a new role for state planning in the USA,
argued to be virtually stress-free, and they provide
one that is more European-like in nature. In an attempt
answers to congestion and attendant problems
to promote mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented, dense
experienced by the categories of commuters they are to
developments around transit stations in New Jersey –
cater for at bus stops and terminals. The schemes are
transit-oriented developments – the planning process
designed to address the peak period surge in demand
has proven to be innovative and not typically
from school children and company and government
American. This paper presents an overview of the
employees which usually over-stretches terminal and
Initiative and a summary of its evaluation. We
bus-stop facilities for the available (but equally overconclude that the Transit Village Initiative in New
subscribed) mass transit buses and cabs. Possible
Jersey is a good model of smart growth, which stems
compositions, duties and regulation of management and
from active planning and intergovernmental cocontrol bodies for the schemes are discussed as well as
operation on land use and transportation issues.
the modes of operation of the individual co-operative
Keywords
paratransits.
Land use, New Jersey, planning, smart growth, TransitKeywords
oriented development, Transit Village Initiative
Commuter ridership, co-operative ownership, cooperative ridership, fleet capacity, mass transit,
paratransit.
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One of the remarkable things about transport is the
The UK context is mildly interesting because a lot of
very easy co-existence of remarkably good research
the high quality research in transport is UK-based
and analysis with remarkable bad policy. Transport
and no one has yet offered an explanation of why we
exists in two parallel universes with no interaction or
have such excellent research and such dreadful policy
leakage between them. We have seen some
in the same place at the same time. Potential authors
remarkably good analysis over the years including
are encouraged to let us have a paper on this.
articles in this journal that show exactly what
More worrying than the UK situation is the export
happens when road capacity increases. Unsurprisingly
of this failed and discredited model around the world
it reproduces a further increase in traffic, an
by government and UK-based consultancies. A recent
intensification of car dependence, longer distance
press release from a UK consultancy proudly announced
movement of goods – especially food products – and no
that it is to review the feasibility of introducing
alleviation of congestion. It is perhaps worth pointing
private finance to accelerate highway developments
out that when we are supposedly heading towards a
in the Slovak Republic. Our interest here is in the
60% reduction in greenhouse gases in order to protect
word ‘accelerate’. There is no reason on earth why
ourselves from the worst effects of climate change, this
anyone should want to accelerate highway
increase in road capacity generates even more
development. Most would agree that encouraging the
greenhouse gases. Nothing remarkable there.
sustainable modes of transport should have a high
Transport researchers around the world have
priority. Walking, cycling and public transport help to
repeatedly pointed out the nature of these robust
widen the accessibility of most destinations and
relationships. It is, of course, a complete waste of time
activities. These modes also reduce greenhouse gases.
to add to the sum of transport research and transport
Building huge motorways in the Slovak Republic or
science in this way. Very few politicians around the
the Czech Republic or Slovenia will only encourage
world and even fewer globalised industrialists and
useless longer distance travel by wealthier population
purveyors of call-centres are prepared to accept this
groups and the transport of food products over
kind of insight.
increasingly longer distances when the same food
The UK transport minister, Alistair Darling,
products are available locally. The motorways
reminded us once again of this first law of the
between Bratislava and the border with the Ukraine,
transport universe when he announced in July 2004 that
and Zilina and the Polish border will not help the
the government would proceed with a new, privately
ordinary working people of Slovakia and they will
built toll motorway in the north of England between
destroy large sections of a very fine environment. Nor
Stoke-on-Trent and Manchester. This new motorway
will they help the development of a balanced
will add another 6 lanes of road to the existing 6 lanes
transport policy based on rail freight, local sourcing
of road and will (we are told) relieve congestion and
and reductions in car and lorry dependency.
help the economy of this part of Europe. There is no
UK research shows that transport spending
recognition of the evidence that it won’t achieve these
disproportionately benefits the wealthy and damages
objectives. There is no discussion of demand
the environment in which poorer sections of the
management, changes in travel behaviour,
community live. This will now be accelerated in the
international oil security, the depletion of oil reserves
Slovak Republic.
or how this will affect people (including asthmatic
John Whitelegg
children) when 150,000 cars finally come off the
Editor
motorway and get stuck in Manchester’s urban
World Transport Policy & Practice
congestion. There is no discussion about how we can
utilise rail and bus options on this corridor and no
discussion about how this plan delivers greenhouse gas
reductions (or noise or air pollution objectives).
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Abstract
The first task of ‘Foresight for Transport’ was to
develop
a state-of-the-art report (Adam, 2002) which
This paper reports on recently conducted research
th
would outline, in our case, temporal theory and
under the EU’s 5 Framework Programme. It discusses
illustrate how temporal relations and attitudes to
how temporality enters the transport system and the
time could have an impact on transport when viewed
impact this can have on social groups. The paper is
with reference to technological, social and
divided into two sections. The first undertakes a
environmental issues. The second task was to convene
review of the current transport sector from a temporal
an expert panel to discuss this report, and to begin
perspective, which involves looking at basic
developing temporally relevant scenarios following
characteristics of transport and seeing how they
the Foresight methodology. It was during this process
contain certain taken-for-granted temporal
that temporal issues emerged that were recognised as
assumptions that are central to how and why people
significant for the future of transport, such as aging and
respond to their mobility requirements. Using a
mobility, ‘locational utility’ (a term which relates to
temporal framework of reference we examine four
a strengthening of localised regions and places that
areas where the transport system is causing problems;
allows social and economic goals to be achieved with a
congestion and sustainability, equity and safety. The
minimum expenditure of energy, time and money), and
second section outlines temporal proposals and
the rhythmicity of different societal groups. This in
measures, some of which are already in existence in
turn initiated the process of identifying specific
selective policies across Europe. Devices that are
temporal issues and their impacts on social groups.
beginning to address these problems include the
institutional and temporal structures of time-offices
The results from this expert meeting are reported in
and time-banks.
the ‘Time Panel Consultation Document,’ which is
available at http://www.iccr-international.org/
Keywords
foresight/. Subsequently the five ‘Foresight’ groups
Equity, foresight. safety, sustainability, time, timecombined their work into a joint consultation document,
economy, transport
available at the same site, from which a Delphi
Background and thematic outline
survey was developed and submitted to five hundred
The research for this paper has been undertaken
experts worldwide to validate the findings. Scenarios
within ‘Foresight for Transport’, a trans-European
created by the five expert panels were developed into
project funded under the 5th Framework Programme.
more holistic visions of the future. The results from
‘Foresight for Transport’ examined the impact on
this survey were refined into a more detailed second
European transport policy and practice of five nonDelphi survey that sought to quantify the likelihood
transport areas, and used this research to create future
and desirability of the future scenarios, whilst
scenarios with related impact pathways and critical
specifying the impact pathways in demographical,
factors to form a policy monitoring tool. The five areas
attitudinal, social, institutional, political,
designated for investigation were:
environmental, technological and economical areas.
They are publicly available on the above-named
• energy and environment,
website.
• information communication technologies (ICT),
This paper seeks to illuminate the taken-for• EU-level governance,
granted
and implicit temporal assumptions that are
• European enlargement, and
widely held in Europe today and which transport users
• time-politics.
throughout industrial societies use in decision-making.
It was this final area that the Cardiff University
The following section looks to examine some of these
consortium headed, and which we report on here. The
temporal assumptions by using material that has been
following summary of the ‘Foresight for Transport’
gathered throughout the various stages of the
methodology explains how the thematic aim of the
‘Foresight for Transport’ project. In the second part of
project has shaped the structure of this paper.
the paper we present a range of temporally aware
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——————————————————————————————————————————————————
alternatives, many already in place across Europe,
relationship time becomes a quantity that is
that may compensate for some of the problematic
inextricably tied to economic exchange. Thus, to
effects identified in the first part of the paper. This
maximise profit it is economically advantageous to
includes work that has been gathered from a variety of
complete activities in the least possible amount of
project sources.
time. It is this attitude that leads to the prioritisation
of speed within transport as the ‘time = money’
Approaches to mobility from a temporal perspective
rationale has meant that high-speed becomes
For reasons of simplicity, we can generally divide
imperative. Faster is seen to be better, as it achieves
the European transport system into public and
more in a given time frame. High-speed is viewed as
privately accessible modes of transport. The first group
less time consuming and therefore less costly and thus
is made up of communal or shared modes of transport
more efficient and profit creating or enhancing. It is
such as buses, trains and aeroplanes. These forms of
within this context that the temporal connection
transport predominantly operate on timetables and
between high-speed temporality and transport is
schedules designed around the needs of specific
observed. However, the question of what temporal
societal groups. The second group consists of privately
effects this coupling of time with money and speed
owned transport modes such as automobiles and
with profit has on society in general and on the
bicycles, which are at the owner’s continual disposal
development of sustainable transport in particular is
to be used whenever needed: any time and any place.
rarely addressed.
What unites these two groups over recent history is
As has been previously mentioned, speeds of travel
their constant and consistent prioritisation of increased
are increasing within all modes of transport. For
or higher speeds. Those modes of transport that are
example, the average power of motorcars in production
technically more developed and have the potential to
throughout the EU today has consistently increased
go faster, such as trains and cars, have been
since 1990 (ACEA), and similar statistics apply to most
maintained. Those slower modes of mobility
modes of travel, both sustainable and non-sustainable.
technology, such as horse-drawn and steam
Yet the implications of moving fast are significant.
technology, are left-behind, outdated.
Within this paper we are focusing on these
Travelling quickly has become strongly prioritised
implications with regard to four central concerns
because people want to be able to go from A to B in the
associated with mobility and transport policy. These
fastest possible time. Any opportunity to reduce
are congestion and sustainability, equity, and safety.
journey-times is constantly sought, be it through
Congestion and Sustainability
increasing speed or by travelling on the fastest, or
The attitudes to time and high-speed outlined
shortest, available route to a destination. With regard
above are deeply embedded yet continually present in
to the transport system this emphasis on high-speed
transport users’ decision making. By bringing them to
travel has become the dominant prevailing attitude of
the surface, or explicating them, we can establish some
both the public and transport policy. It has become so
of their largely neglected implications. Three of these
highly valued that it has been elevated almost to the
can serve as examples to illustrate the link between
status of an inalienable right, where the ability to
speed valorisation, sustainable development and
travel as fast as possible is no longer questioned.
congestion.
This attitude towards high-speed, we want to
First of all, high-speed travel does not always
suggest, has developed on the basis of the dominant
establish
substantial time-savings for individual
position that clock-time has taken within Western
transport
users. If we focus first of all on cars, we find
industrialised societies and the values that this
that increases in speed have occurred simultaneously
subsequently informs and underpins. Historically, the
with increases in car ownership. Ever growing numbers
organisation of social life to the time of the clock has
of cars try to get to their destination by the fastest
spread with industrialisation. Thus, for example, the
possible means with the result being an increased
development of railways was dependent on its reliable
potential for congestion. This relationship between
metre as it needed an invariable and precise time-form
increased speed, congestion and the potential for
for their timetables (Le Goff, 1980; Adam, 2004). The
standstill has been formulated by Paul Virilio as the
clock is different both from natural temporal rhythms
‘Law of Dromology,’:
and indigenous social time structures in that it is
‘increases in speed are coupled with increases in
abstract, decontextualised and therefore universally
gridlock’ (Virilio, 1991, 65).
applicable. The global spread of clock-time was
accompanied by a new economic attitude, pertinently
Research has shown that when journey times are
described by Benjamin Franklin as ‘time = money,’ an
reduced through increased speed the time saved is
attitude that has become deeply embedded within
rarely used for other meaningful activities. Instead it
contemporary Western culture. Within this
tends to be ploughed back into transport, that is, it is
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used to travel further distances (Brög, 1996;
need to use either privately-owned cars or be
Whitelegg, 1997). Similarly, within rail transport the
dependent on the public transport system for their dayability to travel at high speed is being undermined by
to-day social and leisure activities. Meanwhile, those
low levels of synchronisation, which in turn leads to an
who work for a longer period in their lives are timeinefficient rail network and causes difficulties in
poor, meaning that they have little discretionary time
developing successful inter-modality. This means that
due to their work commitments. This group also
the potential time-savings of increased speed are not
requires the full range of the transport system in order
utilised by transport users in the form of reduced
to fulfil its employment commitments. Consequently,
journey times but for increasing the distances to be
both of these groups require the transport system for a
travelled.
longer period of their lives than was previously the
norm.
Increasing speed in transport also has negative
consequences for the environment. All modes of
With advancing age tends to come reduced physical
transport that use non-renewable forms of energy
mobility and therefore an increased reliance on both
require higher levels of energy consumption for higher
public and private transport for short distance
speeds. Consequently, travelling at increased speeds
journeys. However, the current transport system is
also produces higher-levels of pollution. Moreover,
underpinned by high-speed principles, and is therefore
the congestion that accompanies higher speeds
biased to best serve those who require high-speed
increases the weight of traffic on the roads that must
transport over longer distances. Timetables and
raise the levels of damage being caused to transport
schedules that enforce this pace are predominantly
infrastructure. Not only does this raise the financial
geared towards the temporal needs of the middle-aged
cost of transport, it also increases the amount of raw
(i.e. 18–65 age group) who largely work the five-day
materials that have to be extracted and used on roads,
week. This pace can alienate those who, for whatever
railways and airport runways. Whilst some of the
reason, live and operate at a slower pace, be it as a
above effects, such as smog and infrastructural damage,
result of lifestyle, age, illness or immobility. Thus,
are being felt by today’s generation, many of the other
those on the margins of these groups, such as the
environmental consequences may not be experienced for
elderly, sick or disabled, who live at a different pace
some years and their full effects felt only by subsequent
from those who work in gainful employment tend to be
generations. This creates a democratic deficit, where
poorly served by current transport policy. This
future generations are subject to risks, hazards and
temporal inequity within transport has yet to be fully
problems not of their own making and over which they
acknowledged in policy. While these societal groups
have no control.
are not completely isolated or marginalised by our
transport network, it is their specific temporal needs,
Equity
implicit in their way of life, which, if considered,
This section examines how the previously
might provide a more equitable service.
identified implicit, taken-for-granted temporal
There are other inequities that can be seen as a
assumptions within transport can affect societal groups
direct
result of the valorisation of high-speed.
differently and in doing so cause temporal inequity
Increased
velocity in transport requires more time to
amongst them. To do this we shall examine groups that
build up and longer to slow down. Thus, for example,
are defined by age, gender and geographical location.
for high-speed rail, stopping and starting becomes
Current trends show that the over-sixty population
inefficient, meaning that high-speed rail routes have
of the EU-15 has grown at an average of 1.3% per
fewer stops than services operating at a slower pace.
annum over the last thirty years, with the Accession
Likewise, motorways have fewer junctions than the
Countries showing a similar rate of increase (Eurostat,
smaller roads that carry the slower local traffic. To
2002). Similarly, life expectancy at sixty-five is also
further maximise time-savings, high-speed
increasing for both men and women (Eurostat, 2002).
infrastructure is tied to the shortest and most
This means that the European population has aged
direct/straight path between two points. This means
and is likely to continue aging in the future. This aging
communities who are distant from high-speed
society will lead to a rise in both retirees and
corridors as well as those who are not close to stopping
economically active elderly people in Europe. The
points along these corridors are at a disadvantage
mobility needs of both these groups have, and are
when using public services for both long and short
continuing to have, a significant impact on the
journeys. People who do not want to embrace hightransport system.
speed transport, such as those car-users who do not
Once people retire they become time-rich, which
want to drive on motorways, are also disadvantaged
means that they have a lot of time at their disposal.
by this system that prioritises high speed. Again this
To utilise and enjoy this ‘discretionary time’ often
is another way in which the valorisation of high
requires mobility, which means that this group will
speed has caused a temporal blind spot in current
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mainstream transport policy, where users who do not
a selected environment. Regardless of the technology,
fit into the standardised temporal regime are being
increases in speed require increases in distances to slow
disadvantaged.
down and stop. This general principle applies to bikes,
cars, trains and all other modes of transport. Thus it is
A final equity issue tied to speed and transport
not just speed per se but the discrepancy of speeds
relates to the different mobility patterns of men and
between modes of mobility that poses a problem. When
women with families. Temporal structures for women
placed in the same environment the higher speeds of
frequently differ from those of men because of the
cars can create a ‘conflict of pace’ with the slower
larger amount of household and care work that they
tempo of children, other pedestrians and cyclists.
undertake (Belloni, 1998, 250). This extensive range of
tasks leads to a trip and travel schedule where many
Hillman (1993, 9) discovered that four times as
activities are fulfilled in one outing, leading to ‘trip
many children were driven to school in 1990 as
chaining’ as opposed to the single purpose, direct trips
compared to 1971, which he linked with the increase
that tend to characterise the mobility requirements of
of a perceived danger of walking or cycling in areas
men in employment, (Turner and Grieco, 2000, 130).
with a high level of fast moving traffic. This change
‘Trip chaining’ requires a public transport system that
in children’s mobility patterns, he argued, has both a
is aware of the temporal needs of its female users, a
negative impact on child health levels and develops a
need that is not catered for by current policy regarding
positive attitude of car-culture amongst the very
transport routes and scheduling (Turner and Grieco,
young – the next generation of transport users.
2000, 130). The current public transport service is
In later research Hillman and Plowden (1996)
shaped towards direct, single-purpose trips with
observed pilot schemes in British urban areas where
single destinations, which means that women who try
traffic speeds were reduced to twenty miles per hour.
to fulfil a number of tasks have to follow an extensive
This resulted in a 70% reduction in all accidents and an
round trip of different services that may take up a long
80% reduction in accidents involving children,
period of time. This necessity to combine a number of
pedestrians and cyclists. Hillman’s research thus
different mobility requirements whilst using public
strongly suggests that high speed is having a negative
transport can create time poverty in women’s lives,
and dangerous impact when distributed into
which can prevent them from carrying out their
environments where there is mobility operating at
required daily activities. It would seem unfortunate
substantially lower speeds. It seems safe to say,
that in a transport system biased towards speed
therefore, the greater the speed differential between
valorisation the lack of synchronisation between
motorists and other forms of mobility the higher is the
services means more time is lost for people dependent
risk for accidents. The speed discrepancy leaves people
on combinations of transport provisions.
operating at a slower pace in vulnerable positions in
The three areas identified above are marked by a
terms of dangers caused by collisions created by out-oftemporal inequity between social groups. Those who
sync speeds. Current policy has not yet taken this
are time-poor/money-rich and who tend to operate
discrepancy in pace between slower and faster modes of
within the dominant timescapes of Western society
transport sufficiently into account, persisting instead
have a higher mobility choice than those who are
with a system where pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles
time-rich/money-poor. This is because the time-poor
all operate at different speeds in too close a proximity.
can exchange their money for time by buying speed and
Concluding remark
thereby save time whilst the money-poor tend not to be
What this first part of the paper has illuminated
able to exchange their surplus time for money and must
is that certain taken-for-granted temporal
use slower forms of mobility. Thus the current transport
assumptions implicit within decision-making in
system is organised to the time of the clock which
industrial societies, such as the valorisation of speed,
tends to suit the middle-aged, affluent, weekday
reveal new problems of congestion and sustainability,
worker. Given this neglect of the transport needs of a
equity and safety inherent within the general
wide range of social groups it is not surprising that
transport system. The second part of the paper will
many people prefer their own private transport to the
present a number of alternative perspectives on the
inequitable public provision.
matters outlined and indicate the potential for a more
Safety
inclusive and equitable transport system.
The valorisation and priority given to speed within
Possibilities for change: Using time-based solutions for
transport also has a fundamental impact with regard
transport problems
to safety. Any increase in speed, particularly in
This section outlines possible measures that are
residential and urban areas will increase the number of
designed to help redress the temporal problems and
serious and fatal accidents as a result of the collision of
inequities that have been identified in the first half
out-of-sync speeds of different mobility groups within
of this paper, issues that were raised by making
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explicit the temporal values that usually remain
and administration services’ (Belloni, 1998, 256).
deeply embedded within Western society. To produce
Regarding transport, time-offices can attempt to
solutions to these problems of equity, safety and
link mobility needs with public transport services
sustainability therefore requires an analysis that also
whilst also reducing the journey lengths and times
remains within a temporal framework. This means
required for commercial and individual activities.
that the concepts we are suggesting are also time-based
Time-offices can help to develop punctuality and
in nature. Some of the ideas for this section were
synchronisation, which then lowers the need for highdeveloped throughout ‘Foresight for Transport’, and
speed transport within urban environments. They can
more details are available at http://www.iccrhelp develop a safer environment for children,
international.org/foresight.
pedestrians, cyclists and all those who want to operate
As outlined in the first part of the paper, the
at a different pace from high-speed road transport.
current transport system considers time through the
This in turn has effects on sustainability as it helps to
industrial mechanical clock-time perspective, and
reduce some of the current adverse effects on the
therefore functions under the dominant temporal
natural environment. Through awareness of the
economic principle of time = money. From this
‘rhythms’ of a community, a time-office can reduce
perspective it is of economic benefit to complete
congestion by helping to organise mobility outside the
activities as quickly as possible, hence the
peak rush hours to other times of the day.
valorisation of speed in transport. Having explicated
Time-banks – Including the time-rich
how this specific approach to time impacts on
A time-bank (http://www.timebanks.co.uk) is a
particular social groups in different ways, we can now
place where people deposit their own time through
put forward ideas for a more equitable transport
helping and supporting others. Participants are then
system.
able to withdraw time when they need some help, so
Our ideas to counteract these negative effects are
that time is given to them. Time-banks therefore use
based on the consideration and incorporation of
time as a currency where time (one hour equals one time
selected temporal devices such as ‘time-banks’ and
credit) is equal for everybody. A time broker helps to
‘time-offices,’ concepts that today are already part of
link people and relevant activities together. For
the infrastructure in some European areas. Their use is
example, one person may spend an hour working in
specifically orientated around short distance trips
another’s garden who in return spends an hour doing
within a localised setting of networks, because it is
their shopping. In the UK today there are currently
these short trips that are essential to the smooth
around fifty time-banks in operation with many more
functioning of daily life.
planned.
Time-offices – Improving congestion and safety
What time-banks therefore provide is a situation
Time-offices, already functioning in Bremen in
where time as money takes on a different meaning.
Germany and throughout Italy (Belloni, 1998), look to
Instead of an inequity between the time-rich and the
synchronise services within an urban environment to
time-poor everyone’s time has the same exchange
the temporal patterns of the local population. They
value. Time becomes a currency that can be exchanged
help to structure public services around the rhythms of
through a time-bank in an equitable fashion without
a particular city, attempting to resolve the apparent
the negative effects on sustainability associated with
lack of time that people perceive they have by
speed valorisation.
reordering transport and business times to fit public
Time-banks have substantial positive benefits.
needs. The principle of a time-office is that
Through their communal attitude they incorporate
‘society’s collective time regulation is no longer
marginalised groups, such as the elderly, into a
defined in rigid terms, but can be reinterpreted and
societal system that can encourage community
recast by subjects who are part of its flow’, (Belloni,
participation. This is especially useful in a society
1998, 261).
that is seeing the level of charitable work
significantly decline. The Office for National
By doing so a time-office looks to safeguard an even
Statistics has observed that in Britain the contribution
distribution of time across different societal groups in
of the ‘cash-rich, time-poor,’ (Thornton, 2004) towards
an equitable manner. In Italy time-offices (uffici
voluntary work has fallen from 2.3 billion hours in
tempo), along with time councils (consulta sui tempi),
1995 to 1.6 billion hours in 2000, a fall of over 30%.
work with citizens to establish suitable time patterns
Time-banks have the potential to improve networks of
within the city that will consider all these groups.
interaction among individuals, and we believe there is
Belloni observes this to involve
no reason why they cannot be further developed so as
‘the modification of those time patterns which
to incorporate and improve networks of mobility
cause the most severe problems for families:
between people, even though this is not something
specifically the opening hours of the city’s offices
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that they currently specialise in.
communities are already largely established and
based around the principle of locational utility. In
We propose that time-banks can meet many of the
unison they could develop policies such as placing the
needs of individual transport users and assist the
everyday essentials of life within a specific agepublic transport system by providing another
dependent distance. For example, the elderly would
alternative to unsustainable individual transport such
live within thirty minutes dependent of their own
as private car ownership. In addition this can be a
walking time from activities, facilities and longservice to both those with and those without access to
distance travel access (this distance could be
privately owned vehicles. The designated broker
established through the completion of time budget
within a time-bank can co-ordinate people who
surveys). The definition of mobility through time-tooperate at a similar temporal pace. For example,
activity emerged as significant from the discussions
groups such as the elderly and the ill can work
held by the expert time panel in ‘Foresight for
together in a system of possible lift and chore sharing.
Transport’, which allows recognition of the varying
Trips that would be applicable to this idea include the
needs and capabilities of different social groups.
school run, shopping, hospital and health centre trips
and leisure activities.
Time-offices, time-banks and locational utility, the
system designed for time-space efficiency, all take
This form of mobility presents a more attractive
seriously temporal equity, where the time of all
alternative to the ‘trip chaining’ identified by Turner
members of a community is valued equally. All three
and Grieco (2000, 130), as it co-ordinates individuals
are committed to overcoming the barriers to mobility
with similar tasks to undertake activities together.
that currently exist for the time-rich/money-poor. As
Better organised and more synchronised time-bank
both time-banks and time-offices are already an
schemes could encourage transport users to leave their
emergent part of the social infrastructure in some
cars at home and still have a transport system that is
European communities, it is not unfeasible that their
structured around their own individualised rhythms.
numbers will increase and the temporal consideration
Brokers from time-banks can co-ordinate with timethat underpins them will become more widespread,
offices in identifying particular ‘time slots’ for people
aiding the general quest for increased sustainability
who have similar temporal structures and mobility
and social equity. In Italy time-offices function on an
patterns. This new time-economy and innovative
interactional basis directly with the Mayor and civic
temporal infrastructure begins to include those
organisations (Belloni, 1998, 255) in order to consider
marginalised by the current system. This method of
the temporal needs of all the community. These
time-banking starts to meet the temporal needs of the
temporal measures could help reduce the number of
time-rich/money-poor.
accidents caused by the differential speed of various
Locational utility and regional equity
modal types through the synchronisation of the urban
Locational utility, a concept developed by Janelle
network and an emphasis on punctuality and not speed
(2002) may be highly useful in aiding time-offices and
as the dominant temporal attitude. This would then
time-banks (although unlike time banks and time
begin to reduce the wide out-of-sync gap between fast
offices locational utility is not a policy that is
and slower forms of mobility as well as reduce
currently known to be in practice). Janelle proposes an
congestion by encouraging multiple-personnel
enhanced strengthening of localised regions and places
transport. The establishment of temporal strategies
that allows social and economic goals to be achieved
integrated with innovative socioeconomic institutions
with a minimum expenditure of energy, time and
including time-banks and time-offices could narrow the
money. The temporal outcome is that local time is used
temporal equity gap in the future whilst reducing the
to build local resources and not to export the results of
demand for private car ownership and road
local labour to distant areas. The vigorous application
infrastructure growth. Unlike in the current transport
of the principles of locational utility will reduce the
system, the time-rich/money-poor would be able to use
amount of time needed for transportation. The
their time as a resource, utilising it within the timeutilisation of local regions and local temporal rhythms
economy to promote their inclusion within the
can then begin to incorporate those users who live
mobility network.
outside specific transport corridors and others who are
Conclusion
time-rich/money-poor. A system designed on
locational utility does this by attempting to establish
This short paper has attempted to illuminate and
links throughout the city or community, whilst
make explicit a temporal dimension within transport
simultaneously co-ordinating links between users that
that is often overlooked. The infiltration of deeply
can reduce the need for trip chaining and service
embedded temporal attitudes in tandem with the
hopping.
dominance of the mechanised clock into European
transport has created mobility patterns where speed
In terms of a policy direction time-offices in urban
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Abstract
From the perspective of many Americans, European
cities
can be characterised by their high quality public
The New Jersey Transit Village Initiative
spaces and excellent transit network and services. This
demonstrates a new role for state planning in the USA,
becomes evident when comparing travel habits
one that is more European-like in nature. In an attempt
between the two continents. According to Newman and
to promote mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented, dense
Kenworthy (1999), who look at large cities, an average
developments around transit stations in New Jersey –
of 38.8% of work trips are made on transit in Europe
transit-oriented developments – the planning process
compared to only 9.0% in the USA. Furthermore, in
has proven to be innovative and not typically
selected cities on each continent in 1990, 18.4% of
American. This paper presents an overview of the
workers walked or bicycled in Europe compared to only
Initiative and a summary of its evaluation. We
4.6% in the USA. Pucher and Lefèvre state ‘walking
conclude that the Transit Village Initiative in New
and bicycling account for roughly three to five times as
Jersey is a good model of smart growth, which stems
high a proportion of urban travel in Europe as in either
from active planning and intergovernmental cothe USA or Canada. Public transport serves four to six
operation on land use and transportation issues.
times as high a percentage of urban trips in Canada
Keywords
and Europe as in the USA’ (1996, 7). Indeed,
Land use, New Jersey, planning, smart growth,
‘[t]he most salient trend in American travel
Transit-oriented development, Transit Village
behavior over the past four decades has been
Initiative
increased reliance on the private car for urban
Introduction
travel, with corresponding declines in public transit
and walking…The private car continues to
‘My answer to sprawl is active planning of the type
dominate urban travel among every segment of the
practiced everywhere except the United States
American population, including the poor,
(and beginning to appear here out of necessity)’
minorities, and the elderly’ (Pucher and Renne,
(Ewing, 1997, 118).
2003, 49).
The concept of satellite villages, centred upon a rail
The strength of this love affair with the car
station, is not a new idea but promoted in England by
notwithstanding, Americans woke up to a disturbing
Ebenezer Howard in the late 1800s. This became known
reality in the 1980s: they were spending more and more
as the Garden City Movement. New Towns, a successor
time sitting in traffic and driving longer and longer
to Garden Cities, were prevalent in the middle of the
distances from their home to the job. Downs aptly
twentieth century, mostly in Europe. This movement
describes the growing congestion problem in Stuck in
also promoted high-density development at rail
Traffic (1992). He recounts a variety of factors that
stations with special attention for high quality
converged in the late 1980s to create a quandary in
pedestrian environments.
commuting for major American metropolitan areas that
‘From about the 1860s in Europe and the New
has only worsened with time. Specifically, population
World, the old Walking Cities began to collapse
and job growth have out paced road construction, lowunder the pressure of population and industry. A
density suburbs are not served by public transit, and
new city form developed that enabled the city to
political bodies have failed to charge users for the
accommodate many more people at somewhat
true cost of automobile operation. As large numbers of
reduced densities…This was achieved through new
women joined the workforce in the new service
transit technology…[in which] [t]he trains
economy, more vehicles per household were needed
generally created subcenters at railway stations
and more cars were on the road at peak travel times.
that were small ‘cities’ with walking-scale
Lower land costs in the outer metropolitan fringes have
characteristics’ (Newman & Kenworthy, 1999, 28attracted home buyers and companies alike. Jobs
29).
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formerly in city cores, which were accessible by
Figure 1: Locations of the New Jersey Transit Villages
transit, are now ensconced in sprawling office
evaluated in this study
parks reachable, for the most part, only by car.
As congestion has increased and citizens have
complained, there has been a major movement in
the 1990s by planners and policy makers to
combat American automobile dependency by
promoting transit use, walking, bicycling, and
land use changes.
To this end, major federal legislation, the
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency
Act (ISTEA) (US–DOT, 1991), and the
Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century
(TEA–21) (US–DOT, 1998) attempted to create a
more balanced transportation system. These
ground-breaking federal programs coupled with
planning’s new urbanism and smart growth
(defined as development that fosters compact,
multiuse development; open-space conservation;
expanded mobility; enhanced livability;
efficient management and expansion of
infrastructure; and infill, redevelopment, and
adaptive use in built-up areas as defined by
Douglas Porter in Making Smart Growth Work,
2002, 1.) initiatives have fostered a fresh look
at public transportation, particularly rail, and
its connection to the built environment. The
result is what planners are calling transitoriented development strategies.
Transit-oriented development (TOD) is most
commonly defined as a mixed use, relatively
high density, pedestrian-oriented district that
is located within a half-mile of a rail, bus, or ferry
integration between transportation and land use. This
station. Furthermore, the urban environment must
form of development aims to create sub-centres around
encourage and/or facilitate transit use and walking
a transit line. The sub-centre is a mixed-use, dense
through its urban form. This new TOD philosophy
development, centred on a transit station – a TOD or
illustrates the convergence of key movements currently
Transit Village. People can walk or bicycle around this
taking place in many major metropolitan regions across
community or travel to other places using transit.
the USA: renewed popularity in public transit use (see
‘A [TOD] is a mixed-use community within an
Pucher, 2002), increased legal restrictions on growth in
average 2,000-foot walking distance of a transit
ex-urban green spaces, the push for reinvestment in
stop and a core commercial area. TODs mix
urban areas, and reclamation of brownfields (defined
residential, retail, office, open space, and public
as abandoned, idled or underutilised industrial and
uses in a walkable environment, making it
commercial facilities where expansion or
convenient for residents and employees to travel by
redevelopment is complicated by real or perceived
transit, bicycle, foot or car’ (Calthorpe, 1993, 56).
contamination (HUD, 1999). The result has been a rise
The TOD concept represents a shift in planning
in more ‘European-like’ characteristics in many towns
practice. It calls for the shaping of land uses to affect
and cities – transit use, walking, bicycling, mixed uses,
travel patterns, which had not been widely practised
and high density – but, it has been observed that the
before the mid-1980s (Boarnet and Compin, 1996).
planning process is also beginning to change in some
Because of a growing interest in this topic, federal
states with respect to land use and transportation.
and state government, and non-profits have funded
Recent Studies
major research projects to better understand the state of
practice. These include the Transit Cooperative
Transit-oriented development was first popularised
Research Program (2002), Caltrans (2002) and Belzer
by Peter Calthorpe’s book, The Next American
and Autler (2002). These reports describe many aspects
Metropolis (1993). Calthorpe calls for a better
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Figure 2: The train station area in South Orange has been redeveloped to include
retail below the platform and traffic calming along the streets

of TOD. They grapple with defining the concept, and
discuss many topics, some of which include the role of
public and private entities, land use and design,
financing, parking, and mixed use. The overall
conclusions from the current state of the literature are:
• Collaboration is key;
• Public policies are lacking;
• It is necessary to develop a typology and guidelines
for success;
• Housing, parking, and financing need special
attention; and
• Measuring and evaluating success is necessary.
TOD in New Jersey
This paper will describe how a TOD program in
New Jersey exemplifies a change in the traditional
planning process to one that might be described as
‘European’ in style. In the following pages we describe
our research agenda and New Jersey’s attempt to plan
for the better integration of land use and
transportation through the Transit Villages
Initiative. Although outcomes of the Transit Villages
program are still to be determined (since the Initiative
is only a few years old), the planning process has
already proven to be innovative and not typically
American.
Overview of Research Agenda
The Alan M. Voorhees Transportation Center has
been engaged in a variety of activities in order to
assess the status of the New Jersey Transit Villages
Initiative (an overview of the Initiative appears
below). These efforts include:

• Literature review on TOD;
• GIS mapping of each Transit Village with a
pedshed overlay ( a ‘pedshed’ being defined as a
true half-mile walking distance from the centre of
the transit station, as opposed to the typical halfmile ‘air’ distance; based on the street network,
some stations have a larger walkable catchment
areas or pedsheds than others);
• Interviews with state agencies, municipal officials,
and private entities – stakeholders – to evaluate
the success of the program;
• Site visits to the Transit Villages;
• Data gathering from the Census, NJ Transit, and
other state agencies to understand the socioeconomic
and transportation profile of each Village;
• Research on the history of the towns and review of
the New Jersey Department of Transportation
(NJDOT) files on the Transit Village program;
• Residential and commercial surveys to report on
travel behaviour and community perception; and
• Development of a system to monitor outcomes (new
housing, commercial space, street improvement,
etc.) in the Villages.
This paper will focus on the socioeconomic profile of
each village and the stakeholder interviews. It will
show how the planning process in New Jersey,
initiated by the State government, has attempted to
co-ordinate land use and transportation planning at
both the municipal and state level. Our evaluation
describes the successes and obstacles of the overall
Initiative.
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Figure 3: Pleasantville’s bus terminal

Due to the complexities of planning for TOD, the
planning process must include co-operation and
collaboration between various groups, both public and
private. This co-operative style of planning is not
typical in America and represents an ‘European-like’
transition in planning. Our findings indicate that in
attempt to create mixed-use, pedestrian-friendly
TODs, a development style that mimics most European
cities, the co-operation between local and state
government in New Jersey has also adjusted to resemble
European planning.

The Transit Villages policy fits into the larger
smart growth agenda because it helps to promote the
growth of businesses and residential population around
existing (or planned, in the case of Riverside)
transportation infrastructure investments. It can be
viewed as a tool within the smart growth policy
framework as its aim is to promote increased transit
ridership, economic revitalisation, and the growth of
housing stock as part of an overall plan to create
vibrant, fun, and exciting areas around major transit
nodes.

Overview of the New Jersey Transit Villages
Initiative
The Transit Villages Initiative, co-ordinated by
the NJDOT, is a program that seeks to revitalise and
strengthen selected communities with transit as an
anchor. The program began in 1999 under Governor
Whitman and has been widely supported by the
McGreevey administration. Initially, five
communities, including Morristown, Pleasantville,
Rutherford, South Amboy, and South Orange were
named as Transit Villages. These municipalities were
selected because they had demonstrated a commitment
to redeveloping their downtown using the principles of
smart growth and TOD. Riverside, Rahway, and
Metuchen were later added as Transit Villages for the
same reason. Due to the growing popularity of the
Transit Villages program, on January 27, 2003,
Governor McGreevey, a major supporter of smart
growth initiatives, called for the state to double the
number of Transit Villages by the end of this year
(State of New Jersey, 2003).

Transit Village Descriptions
A demographic overview of seven Transit
Villages – Morristown, Pleasantville, Rahway,
Riverside, Rutherford, South Amboy, and South
Orange – has revealed much diversity in
characteristics (Metchuen was excluded because we
had already begun our research). Figure 1 shows the
locations of these Transit Villages within New
Jersey). Each community brings unique assets to the
challenge of fostering TOD and transit ridership. Some
towns are farther along than others in terms of their
redevelopment; some have more financial capacity;
some have better transit service and/or parking
facilities; some have better geography and history.
The towns fell into three general categories:
traditional bedroom communities; urban, industrialbased communities; and South Jersey, non-commuterrail based communities.
Traditional bedroom communities
This group includes Morristown, Rutherford, and
South Orange. Tied to commuter rail for over a hundred
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years, these towns are compact and concentrated
around historic train stations. Their downtowns
are readily walkable and their residential
neighbourhoods harbour classic housing stock on
quarter- to half-acre lots complete with sidewalks
and shade trees. The towns are similar in
population, 16,000-18,000 persons, and these are
also the wealthiest of the seven Villages. Despite
a comfortable financial position, in recent decades
each has had to struggle with fraying downtown
areas as a result of competition from expanding
development at the urban edge with newer housing
stock and shopping choices. Still, beyond such
common traits, these three traditional suburbs
have very different demographic personalities
(based on 2000 Census – see Tables A-1 and A-2).
Racially and ethnically, they are diverse
populations. The last decade of high immigration
levels has affected all three towns: Morristown is
27% Hispanic and almost a third of the residents
are foreign born. Rutherford has a large Asian
contingent, 11.3%, with 20% of the borough foreign
born. South Orange is 31% black with almost 17%
foreign born.
Household configurations vary as well:
Morristown has nearly 40% single person units.
South Orange has the most married couple units of
all the Villages, 55%. Financially, South Orange
has the number one median family income, at
$107,641. Rutherford is second with $78,120 and
Morristown is $66,419. Yet, Morristown showed a
high 11.5% poverty rate.
Figure 4: Riverside’s historic Watchcase factory
building adjacent to the new light rail stop.
Housing, too, differs. Morristown has only
Developers are currently planning the redevelopment
36.5% single-family dwellings while South
of this old factory site
Orange, on the other hand, is of almost 70% singlefamily stock. Rutherford falls in between with
size of South Amboy. South Amboy is 90% white non55% single family. Morristown shows an above
Hispanic. Rahway, in contrast, is 27% black and 22%
average level of crowding, nearly 8%, while
Hispanic. Still, they are close in financial terms:
Rutherford is 3% and South Orange is only 1.7%.
median family income for Rahway is $61,931 and for
Transit usage is also dissimilar. In Morristown only
South Amboy it is $62,029. Household configuration is
6.3% of workers use mass transit. In Rutherford the
also similar: Married couple households are 47% in
level is 17% and in South Orange it reaches 21%. Yet,
Rahway and 49% in South Amboy with single person
in Morristown and South Orange most workers take the
households at 28% and 26%, respectively.
train while in Rutherford the bus is the principal
South Amboy is characterised by single-family
mode. In South Orange nearly 11% of workers walk to
housing, 60% of the units, and a home ownership rate
work while 8% do so in Morristown and only 4% in
of 59%. Rahway is only 46.5% single-family stock and
Rutherford.
home ownership is at 48%. Still, house value
Urban, industrial-based communities
(Rahway at $142,600 and South Amboy at $ 138,500)
The second group is the urban, industrial-based
and rent levels (Rahway at $732 and South Amboy at
communities of Rahway and South Amboy. These are
$767) are very similar. Vacancy rates are about the
blue-collar towns seeking to reinvent themselves
same as well. With their more modest housing stock
economically. Both have water assets: The Rahway
South Amboy and Rahway are still relatively
River passes through the middle of Rahway and
affordable.
South Amboy is located on the Raritan Bay. Rahway,
In both towns approximately 12% of households are
with a population of 26,500, is about three times the
car-free. A little over 9% of workers use mass transit in
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Figure 5. Walking and Transit’s mode share to work

Notes:
TV - denotes the 1/2 mile Transit
Village area around the station.
The Transit Village area in
Rutherford is also half in East
Rutherford, a separate municipality.
Source: US Census, 2000
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Rahway compared to about 6% in South Amboy. This
is probably due to the rail service. Rahway is a stop on
both the Northeast Corridor and the North Jersey
Coast line. Access to employment centres in Newark
and New York to the north and New Brunswick and
Trenton to the south is frequent and efficient. South
Amboy, however, has the distinction of hosting a ferry
service to Manhattan. Interestingly, most of the rail
passengers boarding at South Amboy are non-residents.
They live in nearby towns, drive to South Amboy and
take the train to New York City, mostly for jobs during
the weekdays and for recreation on weekends, evenings
and holidays.
Rahway and South Amboy are making major land
use changes in order to compete with their suburban
counterparts. Old, industrial sites have to be cleaned
up for residential and retail opportunities. They do not
have the financial capacity of the ‘Bedroom
Communities’ previously discussed. However, they
have the larger properties that developers are looking
for and they have excellent transportation access.
Non-commuter-rail based communities
The last grouping is the South Jersey contingent:
Pleasantville and Riverside. And, it is not only
geography that puts them together: Neither is served
by traditional commuter rail. Pleasantville is a major
bus hub to and from Atlantic City and Riverside is
awaiting the start of the South Jersey Light Rail

25.0%

30.0%

35.0%

Walking

service. In addition, both towns have waterfront areas
that they want to utilise for development. There,
however, the similarity ends as the municipal
demographics could not be more different.
Riverside has a population close to 8,000,
Pleasantville just over 19,000. Riverside is 88% white
non-Hispanic. Pleasantville is 58% black, 22%
Hispanic. Foreign born make up 32% in Pleasantville
but only 10% in Riverside. Married couple households
are 48% in Riverside, 35% in Pleasantville. Female
single parent households are 12% in Riverside. They
are twice that in Pleasantville. Median family income
in Riverside is $52,479. In Pleasantville the median
family income is $40,016 with a poverty rate of almost
16% and an unemployment rate of 10.2%.
Both towns contain mostly single-family housing.
However, in Pleasantville almost 8% of the units are
considered crowded compared to 2.4% in Riverside.
The home ownership rate is only 56% in Pleasantville
versus 68% in Riverside. Pleasantville has a high
vacancy rate and Riverside’s is low. Few workers use
the bus service in Riverside whereas in Pleasantville
14% use transit, as 21% of the households have no car.
Still, both towns are in need of economic
improvement. Riverside suffers from a manufacturing
legacy that has left it with brownfield contamination
and a striking but obsolete industrial building that
dominates the landscape (see Figure 4). The new light
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rail stop offers the possibility of land redevelopment
professionals working in New York City taking
based on upscale residential units or perhaps
advantage of the convenient mid-town direct service.
commercial activity. Pleasantville does not have an
Pleasantville (326 daily departures) and Rutherford
industrial albatross but it lacks a distinguishing
(332 daily departures including shuttle services) lead
personality. The town hopes to take advantage of its
in bus service. Pleasantville and Riverside currently
location on Lakes Bay for waterfront development.
have no commuter parking facilities.
Ironically, this fishing spot is what initially brought
Results of Stakeholder Interviews
people to Pleasantville. Perhaps it will do so again.
In addition to studying the demographic profiles of
Demographic Characteristics of the Transit Village
the Transit Villages, as part of our assessment of the
The area called the Transit Village in each
Initiative, we conducted extensive interviews with
designated municipality is defined as the half-mile
state and municipal government, and the private
radius circle around the train or bus station. In order to
sector. This section will summarise our findings.
isolate demographics for the Transit Village area,
State Government
block groups were selected that corresponded to this
The Transit Villages Task Force consists of
circle as much as possible. Since Riverside and South
representatives from ten state agencies, co-ordinated
Amboy are small geographically, the Transit Village
by the New Jersey Department of Transportation. We
area represents most of the town. Hence, fewer
conducted interviews with most of the representatives:
differences are seen between the Village and the
NJ Department of Transportation, NJ Department of
municipality in these two cases. In general the
Environmental Protection, NJ Redevelopment
characteristics of the Transit Village shift from the
Authority, NJ Transit, Office of Smart Growth, NJ
municipal profile with remarkable consistency (based
Department of Community Affairs, Main Street New
on 2000 Census – see Tables B-1 and B-2):
Jersey, NJ Economic Development Authority, NJ
Transit Villages in New Jersey feature a younger
Housing and Mortgage Finance Agency, and the NJ
population, more racial and ethnic diversity,
Commerce & Economic Growth Commission. Based on
higher percentage of immigrants, lower household
these discussions we believe the following points are
incomes, more singles, more rental housing, higher
the most important components in the viability of the
vacancy rates, and exhibit better transit habits –
Transit Village Initiative:
less cars, higher use of train and bus, and more
• A Task Force that meets regularly with designated
residents walking to work (see Figure 5).
agency representatives to monitor progress in the
designated municipalities, to discuss problems, and
Demographic Conclusion
propose solutions. Many representatives cited this
Residents in the Villages demonstrate a strong
‘teamwork’ aspect as refreshing. It allows the
tendency to use transit, walk or bike – either because
agencies, both large and small, to sit at the same
they have to financially or because it is more
table and act co-operatively to help municipalities
convenient than driving. With the ongoing ‘transitleverage resources. The state-municipal
friendly’ improvement of these station areas (safe,
relationship is viewed as a partnership.
walkable street patterns for access, mixed-use and
• Engaged Task Force members that help cut through
higher density development, reduced auto activity,
‘red tape’ at their various agencies and assist in
traffic calming, and pedestrian scale streetscapes)
targeting funding to the designated Transit
New Jersey Transit Villages are becoming excellent
Villages. The Task Force members give the
examples of smart growth strategies.
municipalities a specific contact within an agency
Parking and Service
to call when a problem arises.
As part of the demographic review NJ Transit
• An active and effective Transit Village program
provided parking information and ridership data
administrator. The Task Force can only be successful
(Table A-1). South Amboy has the largest parking
if there is guidance, co-ordination and follow
capacity (657 spaces) and the most reported bicycle
through on Transit Village issues.
lockers (4), which compared to many European
• State leadership publicly supporting transit
railway stations is minuscule. As mentioned
oriented development and the Transit Village
previously, most of their transit ridership is nonProgram. The Transit Village Program owes much of
resident. However, of the Transit Villages, its
its strength to the statehouse: Created under the
monthly charge is the highest ($90 per month) and the
auspices Governor Whitman and continued with
utilisation rate is the lowest (70%). South Orange,
enthusiasm under Governor McGreevey.
with average daily ridership of 2,169, and
Morristown, with 1,825, enjoys the highest rail usage.
This is a function of the type of ridership –
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Figure 6: Jitneys are small buses, operated by the municipalities to serve the town.
They run a limited service to residential neighborhoods within the towns and connect
to the train station as well as other destinations within the town (ie. recreation
center, downtown shopping).

• NJ Transit actively supporting transit oriented
development. NJ Transit’s excellent station
improvement program, its efforts at better
utilisation of parking facilities through
partnerships with towns and the private sector,
and its investment in a variety of support programs
such as jitneys were applauded by everyone. These
jitneys are basically limited service bus routes.
Municipal Government
Based on our interviews and observations certain
positive municipal characteristics emerged that mark
Transit Villages:
• Strong leadership. All designated towns in the
Transit Village Initiative have mayors,
administrators and city councils that have
demonstrated a concerted willingness to take action
for change.
• History of planning. New Jersey Transit Villages
had been preparing for change and redevelopment
well in advance of being designated (some for as
long as eight to ten years).
• Sustained vision of redevelopment. Not only have
these towns planned for renewal they have shown
perseverance in the face of delays and financial
hurdles in pressing for implementation of their
strategies.
• Entrepreneurial attitude. Specifically, willing to:
– ‘think outside of the box’ and entertain new ideas

– work with developers to achieve the desired
product
– implement creative zoning with increased
density, multifamily housing, mixed-use, and
flexible parking requirements
– actively seek grant funding and/or low-interest
loans
– participate in public/private partnerships
• Willing to foster pedestrian and bike access to the
downtown and station areas. All of the communities
have acknowledged the importance of
‘walkability’ and reduced auto use by implementing
such strategies as streetscape improvements, traffic
calming configurations, and jitney service.
• Support of the commercial area through downtown
partnerships, Main Street programs, or enterprise
zones. Transit Villages show a great deal of concern
for the climate of local businesses, particularly
retail and restaurants that draw people.
• Sensitive to ‘quality of life’ issues by including
parks, recreation areas, and cultural assets in
redevelopment goals. Enhanced pocket parks, bike
paths, new public recreation facilities, a wetlands
educational preserve, and performing arts theatres
are among the many lifestyle amenities that are
featured on the agendas of New Jersey’s Transit
Villages.
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Private Sector
valuation arguments and recalcitrant property
owners.
The success of the Transit Village Initiative has not
been one-sided. Private developers have played a key
• Bureaucracy of state agencies. Despite the efforts of
role in implementing redevelopment plans. We
the Task Force, municipal representatives
interviewed several who have completed large
complained of frustrating encounters with state
projects in Transit Villages and their common
agencies. Often this is related to staff changes that
characteristics are worth noting:
leave an approval request in limbo. At other times
it reflects the agency’s rigidity with regard to
• They are major regional or national companies that
regulations, irrespective of the particular situation.
have the capacity and experience to deal with
For municipalities that are attempting to be
difficult site issues;
innovative this attitude is extremely exasperating.
• They are willing to work with towns to achieve a
• Parking. Parking requirements still stand as a major
shared vision;
obstacle to new urban infill development. Despite
• They place a high market value on good
the relaxation of parking requirements in a few
transportation connections; and
cases, developers and many planners feel that
• They are creative with respect to design of product
current ratios, designed primarily for suburban
and utilisation of land.
developments, are not representative of Transit
Obstacles
Village households. The demographics of this
Despite these noted success factors there are many
study clearly show that more workers in the Transit
roadblocks that face Transit Villages. Some are site
Village use transit, walk to work, and have fewer
specific; others are systemic to the development
cars than those in the municipality at large. New
process. We have identified some major deterrents
parameters for residential parking capacity in
that need to be considered:
downtown areas need to be developed.
• Contaminated land or brownfields. Most of the
• Cost. Redesigning the built environment is
Transit Villages have some level of land
expensive. Even with grants and low cost loans,
contamination that is discouraging redevelopment.
Transit Villages have major financial challenges in
Even if it is just an abandoned gas station,
implementing redevelopment plans.
environmental assessment and then implementation
• Conflict in funding sources. To compound financing
of appropriate remediation is necessary. For old
problems, towns have found that often federal and
manufacturing locations like Rahway, South
state resources cannot be used on the same project due
Amboy, and Riverside the situation is particularly
to restrictions placed on the monies that are not
critical. Often the best use for these properties is
compatible.
housing or recreation, i.e., high human use. This
• Fear of school children. In New Jersey, the cost of
increases the level of clean-up and as a result, the
educating children is a major factor in land use
cost. Even with the state’s progressive brownfield
decisions. In order to avoid the possibility of a
statute that provides for the remittance of a certain
major influx of school-aged children the tactic
portion of remediation costs and limited liability
towns use is to limit the number of bedrooms in new
for ‘innocent purchasers’, many developers refuse to
developments to one or two. This leaves little
consider such risk. And, towns, if they own the
housing choice for families or those childless
property, are not in a fiscal position to carry out the
couples wanting extra space. It also limits
clean-up themselves. It is even worse if the
possibilities for those single or childless couples
egregious property is privately held and
that move into Transit Villages’ new developments
‘mothballed’. These owners, fearing liability for
to stay in town once they have children. Only South
clean up if they sell, keep taxes paid but do little
Amboy has embraced family housing with any
else with the site. Often these are the prime
enthusiasm.
parcels for redevelopment because of their size or
A New Role for the State Government in New Jersey
location.
In most European countries, the co-ordination of
• Acquisition of properties for redevelopment. In
land
use and transportation planning, to some extent,
order to attract developers, towns need large enough
takes place at the state and/or regional level with
parcels that can hold what builders call a ‘critical
more co-operation from municipalities compared to
mass’. Effectively, this is a high enough number of
American cities (Cervero, 1998; Newman and
units to justify the effort and make the project
Kenworthy, 1999).
marketable and profitable. Either the town or the
‘American cities are thus much more decentralized
developer has to acquire these properties. This can
than European cities, and they continue to
be a time consuming, expensive process that entails
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decentralize further at a rapid pace… [t]he failure
approach, Transit Villages have a designated
to plan for mixed-use development or any sort of corepresentative at each of the various state agencies
ordination has led to massive cross-commuting
who is committed to helping the town solve problems.
within and among the suburbs’ (Pucher and Lefèvre,
Consequently, a partnership attitude between local
1996, 177).
and state government is emerging.
Although there is variety in the planning systems
A new paradigm for land use and transportation
amongst European countries, the conventional
planning in the USA
understanding is that ‘European central governments…
The decade of the 1990s was a period of significant
oversee… local decisions through nationwide land-use
change with respect to land use and transportation
statutes’ (Nivola, 1999). (Nivola argues that this is
planning in the USA. As mentioned earlier, the ISTEA
not necessarily true when compared to the US as a
and TEA–21 federal initiatives attempted to create a
reason for sprawl because there is much variety
more balanced transportation system, including much
between European countries). Still, most agree that
attention to the connection between land use and
planning is taken more seriously in Europe compared to
transportation planning. Due to the legal nature of
America. Planning in the USA is incremental and often
land use planning in the USA (being locally governed)
reactionary, based on the requests of developers
in comparison to transportation planning (typically
(Ewing, 1997).
controlled by state DOTs), the only way to integrate
An EU-funded study, which looked at TODs in both
land use and transportation planning is through
Europe and the USA, focused upon the various levels of
intergovernmental co-operation. In urbanised areas,
public-private partnerships across the case studies and
the planning mechanism to achieve these goals is
made specific recommendations to better inform the
through metropolitan planning organisations (MPOs).
joint development process (Gaffron et al., 2002). The
MPOs have the responsibility of administering
investigators noted the benefits of ‘institutional cofederal transportation dollars to projects within a
operativism: when land use and transport planning
region. These organisations consist of representatives
authorities work together during the planning and
from the municipalities within a region and decisions
implementation phase of municipal development or
ought to be made in a manner that co-ordinates
redevelopment plans, or region wide planning – the
transportation investments with local land use
success rate of reaching goals increases in most cases’
strategies. In theory, this system should represent a
(Gaffron et al., 2002, 71). The authors also noted that
good model for regional planning, but in reality few
this ‘institutional co-operativism’ is not easily
MPOs have been viewed as ‘successful.’ Part of the
transferable because it requires certain political
problem is that (with the exception of Portland,
instruments or policies (Gaffron et al., 2002, 71).
Oregon) MPOs have no legal authority to dictate land
In New Jersey, the Transit Village Initiative is
uses. Even still, some regions have successfully used
innovative because it represents an impressive attempt
MPOs to promote more compact, transit-friendly
to co-ordinate state and local planning, especially
development, although this has not been the case in
with respect to land use planning and transportation
New Jersey.
investments (institutional co-operativism, if you will).
While some states and regions have promoted TOD
The stakeholder interviews were most telling on this
through MPOs, others have attempted to achieve the
point. Representatives from state agencies remarked
same goal through direct co-operation between state
with almost disbelief about the team aspect of this
and local government, as demonstrated in New Jersey.
program: ‘We actually sit down every quarter and look
In our view, intergovernmental co-operation in the
at each other and talk about how together we can
USA, for the purpose of promoting pedestrianassist the various municipalities.’ The essence of this
friendly, mixed use, and compact transit villages
remark was repeated in many conversations with Task
demonstrates an European-like quality. It would be
Force members. As a result, although the program is conearly impossible to directly compare the two
ordinated by NJDOT, it functions as a ‘State’ effort.
continents with respect to planning, as it is probable
At the local level, this rarely seen team approach
that just as much planning policy variation exists
by the state is building bridges and trust. It is no secret
within each continent as between the two.
that in New Jersey, a home rule state1 , municipalities
Furthermore, one could easily write a paper about how
often see the State as an adversary. With this new
European cities are beginning to resemble US cities
through increased levels of automobile ownership and
‘Home rule’ is an expression used for the self-determination
the sprawling of development. Even so, the fact
attitude of local governments in New Jersey. This independent
remains that what we call a ‘transit village’ in the
spirit is due in large part to the fact that the entire state is
USA is just typical of common development practices in
divided up into 566 municipal units. There is no such thing as
Europe. Our research and experience suggests that in
county-owned land and counties have relatively little say in
1

local planning.
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both practice and product, the Transit Village
http://www.brook.edu/views/articles/nivola/1999.h
Initiative in New Jersey, and the transit-oriented
tm (accessed 16 June 2003).
development movement at large in the USA, is an
Newman, P. and Kenworthy, J. (1999) Sustainability
emerging paradigm shift for land use and
and Cities: Overcoming Automobile Dependence Island
transportation planning. While this may not be new
Press, Washington DC.
for Europe, for the USA, it’s something to get excited
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about.
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Table A-1. New Jersey Transit Villages Comparative Demographics - Municipalities
Morristown Pleasantville
Rahway Riverside Rutherford S. Amboy
Population (Source: Census 2000)
18,544
19,012
26,500
7911
18,110
7913
Total area (square miles)
3.0
7.3
4.0
1.6
2.9
2.7
Population density (per square mile)
6304
3291
6642
5197
6452
5102
% school age
18.4%
28.3%
25.2%
25.4%
25.4%
24.4%
% 62 years and older
14.3%
13.1%
16.6%
15.5%
17.0%
15.4%
% White non-Hispanic
50.7%
17.9%
53.2%
88.1%
75.6%
90.0%
% Black
17.0%
57.7%
27.1%
4.4%
2.7%
0.9%
% Asian
3.8%
2.0%
3.6%
0.4%
11.3%
1.4%
% Hispanic
27.1%
21.9%
13.9%
4.1%
8.6%
6.7%
% foreign born
32.4%
12.9%
17.2%
10.2%
20.1%
9.0%
Households (Source: Census 2000)
% married couple households
34.4%
35.0%
46.7%
48.4%
53.5%
48.8%
% female single parent households
12.0%
24.7%
15.6%
12.0%
9.2%
14.5%
% single person households
38.7%
24.5%
28.0%
27.3%
28.3%
25.9%
Income (Source: Census 2000)
Median family income 1999
$66,419
$40,016
$61,931 $52,479
$78,120 $62,029
Poverty rate
11.5%
15.8%
7.1%
8.2%
3.7%
7.4%
Unemployment rate
3.4%
10.2%
6.6%
3.9%
4.6%
4.2%
Housing (Source: Census 2000)
Housing density (units per acre)
4
1.9
4.1
3.2
4
3.1
% single-family
36.5%
64.0%
60.9%
70.9%
55.4%
64.2%
% of units built before 1940
33.2%
18.4%
26.1%
46.2%
46.6%
47.2%
% crowded units
7.9%
10.6%
5.4%
2.4%
3.0%
1.1%
Homeownership rate
39.5%
56.3%
62.7%
67.7%
65.5%
64.2%
Median house value
$224,400
$85,900
$142,600 $100,400 $218,300 $138,500
For sale unit vacancy rate
1.2%
3.1%
1.2%
1.9%
0.6%
1.5%
Median gross rent
$914
$715
$732
$670
$832
$767
Rental vacancy rate
3.7%
7.6%
3.3%
3.7%
2.2%
4.2%
Median gross rent as a %age of income
24.7%
28.5%
24.5%
26.5%
22.2%
27.8%
Transportation (Source: Census 2000)
% of households with no vehicle
15.5%
20.9%
11.7%
10.4%
10.0%
11.9%
% of HHs with 3 or more vehicles
10.2%
7.1%
12.5%
12.2%
14.4%
15.8%
% of workers using transit
6.3%
14.2%
9.4%
1.5%
16.9%
5.9%
Bus or trolley bus
1.5%
13.4%
1.7%
1.5%
11.9%
1.6%
Railroad
4.4%
0.0%
6.9%
0.0%
4.1%
3.6%
% of workers walking to work
7.7%
2.4%
3.5%
3.4%
4.2%
4.2%
Mean travel time to work (minutes)
24.3
22.4
27.8
24.3
30.2
29.2
Transit service (Source: NJ Transit)
Weekday train departures to New York
49
no service
54 no service
18
32
2002 average rail weekday ridership
1825
not available
669
1190
Transit village Intercity bus routes
10
7
1
1
5
2
Bus departures per weekday
70
326
37
61
332
62
Shuttle services
0
0
0
0
3
0
Ferry departures
no service
no service no service no service no service
9
Parking (Source: NJ Transit)
Total parking spaces
447
0
587
0
133
657
Owned by municipality
99
587
133
88
Owned by NJ Transit
348
0
0
569
Utilization
86.0%
73.0%
82.0%
70.0%
Monthly fees: Resident
$40
$30 - $50
$25
$90
Monthly fees: Non-resident
$40 - $60
Bicycle spaces
3
0
3
0
3
4
Schools (Source: NJ Department of Education)
State Aid 2002-2003 ($)
7,070,986 43,276,630 14,835,527 7,809,379 2,615,338 5,876,048
Expenditure per student
$12,361
$8951
$8891
$8457
$10,356
$7113

S. Orange
16,964
2.9
5945
37.6%
13.9%
58.2%
31.3%
3.9%
4.9%
16.9%
55.2%
10.0%
25.2%
$107,641
5.3%
4.2%
3.1
69.5%
54.9%
1.7%
72.1%
$274,600
1.2%
$879
2.7%
28.1%
11.5%
15.3%
21.2%
2.9%
16.8%
10.6%
30.3
63
2169
2
69
2
no service
613
249
364
91.0%
$25
$55
3
5,362,479
$9194
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Table A-2. New Jersey Transit Villages Comparative Demographics - Transit Villages (1)
Transit Villages - TV
Population

Morristown Pleasantville
TV
TV

Rahway Riverside Rutherford
South
TV
TV
TV Amboy TV

South
Orange TV

8022

7134

8862

6470

5535

5785

8861

43.3%

37.5%

33.4%

81.8%

30.6%

73.1%

52.2%

7992

2442

8650

5136

3917

4753

5899

% school age

21.8%

29.4%

27.5%

26.6%

23.6%

26.5%

29.8%

% 62 years and older

13.5%

11.4%

16.3%

13.9%

18.7%

13.1%

15.2%

% White non-Hispanic

40.6%

15.9%

38.7%

87.0%

64.6%

88.8%

62.6%

% Black

17.7%

57.1%

38.7%

4.4%

5.0%

0.9%

24.9%

% Asian

1.6%

2.3%

4.2%

0.6%

17.4%

0.7%

4.6%

% Hispanic

38.0%

23.3%

16.8%

4.5%

9.8%

8.4%

4.3%

% foreign born

42.1%

15.8%

19.6%

10.9%

27.7%

8.7%

20.0%

% married couple households

30.8%

34.8%

39.4%

49.9%

47.2%

51.0%

46.9%

% single female householder family

12.3%

27.0%

16.3%

10.5%

8.2%

14.9%

10.6%

% single-person households

40.3%

25.5%

32.9%

28.8%

34.0%

26.2%

32.3%

%age of population
Population density per square land mile

Households

Income
Median family income (1999): Range
(Only available for individual block groups)

Poverty rate

$104,890 $31,458

$44,632 - $70,114 - $60,000 $30,909 $43,250 $38,519

$77,393 - $76,947 - >$200,000 $57,321 $48,000
$69,821

17.2%

19.4%

9.2%

8.4%

4.4%

7.3%

7.3%

2.9%

10.3%

7.5%

3.7%

7.4%

4.6%

4.3%

5.3

1.4

5.5

3.2

2.6

3

3.7

% single-family

21.6%

68.5%

46.5%

70.8%

32.1%

59.6%

57.9%

% units built before 1940

36.4%

28.5%

33.7%

49.5%

47.1%

49.0%

55.0%

% crowded units

13.2%

12.0%

6.8%

2.3%

4.4%

1.3%

2.1%

Homeownership rate

24.6%

63.3%

47.7%

66.0%

43.7%

59.4%

59.7%

Unemployment rate
Housing
Housing density (units per acre of land)

Median house value: Range
(Only available for individual block groups)

$397,900 $182,600

$85,800 - $147,100 - $109,100 - $259,300 - $148,900 - $467,000 $78,200 $110,200 $86,100 $160,200 $113,700
$164,900

For sale unit vacancy rate

5.9%

4.3%

2.6%

1.0%

1.4%

2.6%

0.7%

Median gross rent: Range

$1128 $775

$574 $495

$928 $469

$807 $584

$928 $709

$888 $435

$1900 $275

3.4%

10.7%

3.9%

6.5%

1.8%

4.1%

3.9%

31.4% 19.5%

45.0% 23.4%

31.8% 19.4%

42.5% 23.0%

28.0% 16.5%

36.3% 24.9%

38.0% 19.4%

23.2%

27.0%

15.4%

10.2%

16.3%

12.8%

15.8%

% households with 3 or more vehicles

9.8%

4.3%

8.4%

10.4%

12.6%

15.2%

13.5%

% workers using public transportation

7.3%

19.9%

14.3%

1.8%

22.0%

7.5%

23.1%

Bus or trolley bus

2.6%

19.0%

2.2%

1.8%

15.3%

2.1%

4.0%

Railroad

4.1%

-

11.2%

-

5.6%

4.4%

18.5%

8.9%

2.7%

5.1%

3.7%

5.2%

4.4%

7.3%

22.5

21

31.4

24.2

30.6

28.9

31.7

(Only available for individual block groups)

Rental vacancy rate
Median gross rent as a % of income
(Only available for individual block groups)

Transportation
% households with no vehicles

% workers walking to work
Mean travel time to work (minutes)

Note 1: As defined by census block groups around the train/bus station; does not include East Rutherford.
Source: Census 2000
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Abstract
congestion as motoring costs fall in real terms,
increasing costs of public transport as fares rise and
Despite knowing the solutions, many aspects of
congestion hits bus services, road maintenance
transport in Britain are chaotic. An area where there
problems, increased traffic from new car-based
are problems is regional and local government. There
developments and decentralisation of public services
are many and varied levels of administration which
are just some examples. For local councils and
need radical overhauling and streamlining.
councillors, these translate into sometimes virulent
Additionally, these need financial muscle and real
arguments about parking provision and charges,
powers to get the job done. These are working in other
speeding traffic, poor public transport and road works.
European countries, including Wales and Scotland, and
there is nothing to suggest that they would not work in
The current framework for local transport was set by
England.
the 1998 Transport White Paper and the Transport Act
2000 (DETR, 1998, 2000) following it. Local authorities
Keywords
have to prepare a Local Transport Plan (LTP), running
Local transport, public policy, transport
for five years, with annual progress reports. These
Introduction
plans have to include a number of elements, including a
bus strategy, and there are various powers that local
The media and political debate about transport
authorities can in theory exercise if they wish over
tends to focus on the national transport network and on
buses (through quality partnerships and quality
big schemes – the railways (especially the big projects
contracts) and also charging for road use or for
like the West Coast Main Line and Crossrail),
workplace parking spaces. However, none of these
motorways, airports, the Channel Tunnel Rail Link,
have so far been used, apart from the celebrated
etc. Local transport is seen as the unglamorous end of
examples of charging in London and Durham. The
the business; except when things go wrong or can be
plans themselves however have been widely
presented as anti-motorist (e.g. traffic restraint
welcomed and are regarded by local councils as an
schemes or speed cameras) it gets no press attention.
exercise in good governance and policy-making.
But local transport matters. Most journeys are very
However the LTPs are narrower than originally
local – a third of all journeys are under a mile, and
envisaged;
at one time they were to look at all
half of all car journeys are under five miles. Even on
transport operating in the locality, however financed.
the railways, local journeys predominate. Nearly all
In practice, they have focused on bids and spending for
movement starts and ends on local networks, and most
local transport funding, having been excluded
traffic on supposedly national or strategic networks is
(Passenger Transport Executives (PTE) apart) from
local. Local authorities manage 95% of roads, fund 15%
dealing with rail and trunk roads. They have become
of bus services outside London (100% in London), fund
an instrument of Whitehall control rather than an
and co-ordinate various local rail and tram operations,
expression of local autonomy and vigour – their view
and these and other local decisions are a major
as a ‘burden’ underlined by the fact that ‘excellent’
influence on the demand for movement by individuals
councils now don’t have to prepare a Local Transport
and businesses.
Plan.
More importantly, good local transport is integral
That said, the problems for local transport lie less
to (and taken for granted by) many other areas of
with the LTP system itself than with the context
public policy. Access to education, healthcare,
within which it operates. Pressure from motoring
employment, police/justice services, shopping, etc.,
groups, media and opposition parties, especially the
requires good local transport networks. New
fuel tax protests of September 2000, has led the
developments and the Government’s new communities
Government away from the approach underlying the
need good access by public as well as private transport
1998 White Paper and towards rather more pro-car
(ODPM, 2003). The problems caused by national
policies, with the abandonment of the fuel duty
transport trends are played out at local level, and
escalator and a move back towards road building. The
have to be dealt with by local authorities – increased
performance problems and escalating costs on the
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railways has also led to the abandonment of various
‘other’ non-statutory services like libraries and
rail development schemes, and question-marks over
museums. On top of this, there are no minimum
light rail projects. Underlying cost pressures in the bus
standards set by central Government for transport,
industry are leading to route withdrawals and fare
unlike with education or social services. All this
rises in some areas, while motoring costs are projected
makes them vulnerable to cuts when discretionary
to fall by 20-30%, 2000-2010.
funding is short, and even the DfT transport capital
funding can be and is diverted to other local authority
This environment makes it difficult for local
services where Government and electoral pressures are
authorities to do anything that might tackle traffic
stronger.
problems seriously. Any real improvements to local
public transport will involve giving priority to buses or
Local authority structures fragment transport decisions
trams over other traffic. Parking controls or increased
The various waves of local government
parking charges are highly controversial. Councils do
reorganisation and reforms have created several
not feel inclined to go for any more radical traffic
problems. Some councils are simply too small to tackle
restraint if the Government is not going to support
transport problems, for example because they only
them.
cover a fraction of a conurbation or travel-to-work
This lack of Government leadership or support is
area. Failure to co-operate or indeed open warfare
just one of the problems local authorities face on
between neighbouring councils is not uncommon (for
transport. There are several others:
example there was a long-running row between Bristol
Local authority powers are limited
For example:
• Councils have limited powers to improve bus
services in a deregulated framework. Operators
would like to see more bus priority, but as noted
already there is no real incentive for most local
authorities to take the sometimes hard decisions
necessary to improve bus operating conditions –
they get no direct share in any revenue gained by
operators (though operators will invest where
councils give them priority over other traffic).
• Rail services are outside any formal local authority
control and influence, except in PTE areas.
• New development adds to pressures on local
transport networks but councils have few powers to
get developers to contribute to improvements
(Section 106 agreements can’t really assist in the
case of large new developments, though
Cambridgeshire is doing its best to pool Section 106
contributions, and may even result in perverse
incentives for greenfield development).
Local authority funding for transport is limited and
there are no national standards for provision
The Department for Transport gives out capital
funding for transport using the LTP annual progress
reports, but revenue funding is given by the Office of
the Deputy Prime Minister as part of general local
authority grants and indicative spending. And it is
revenue funding that is often most needed by councils,
especially for bus subsidy or for staff to work on
programmes such as travel plans that are actually
more cost-effective than large capital schemes. Even
within the allocations from the Office of the Deputy
Prime Minister, there is no transport Statutory Service
Agreement – there is only one for road maintenance.
Buses and other transport services are lumped with

and South Gloucestershire over the route of a proposed
Bristol tram) and often leads to complete inaction.
Small councils sometimes face problems in attracting
good skilled transport staff.
Where there are two-tier council structures, the
problem is different. In the metropolitan areas, the
Passenger Transport Authorities and Executives are
successful in many ways, but it is the districts who
control highways, making it difficult to arrange bus
priority or even to have common rules for bus lanes
across the conurbations. Counties have no detailed
planning powers (and under the new planning bill will
have less) and lack the PTE public transport powers
and funding (the non-metropolitan districts even
licence taxis).
The lack of a clear regional or sub-regional framework
These problems are made much worse by the lack of
such a framework. Local Transport Plans are supposed
to have regard to Regional Transport Strategies
prepared by the Regional Assemblies, but these
assemblies, as joint committees of local authorities,
albeit with added ‘stakeholders’, have no incentive
or, in some cases, not enough staff to think
strategically or set priorities – they have after all no
budgets or even indicative spending limits from the
Government. Instead, the Regional Transport
Strategies too often end up as horse-trading between
councillors along the lines of ‘if you support my pet
transport scheme, I’ll support yours’ and unaffordable,
unprioritised, unjustified and environmentally
destructive wish-lists of schemes are produced, often
more as lobbying tools aiming to get money from central
Government or at least to shift the blame for inaction
to the centre than with any real expectation that the
schemes will be delivered. And that’s just with
transport directly – the wider consequence of the lack
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of such a framework is that transport strategies and
planning, building transport infrastructure to follow
decisions are divorced from planning and economic
new development;
development decisions. Councils and assemblies, and
3. Integrating land use planning with transport –
the Regional Development Agencies too, react to fear
planning development where it places transport
of competition for development from neighbouring
networks under least strain;
areas and authorities, and there is a ‘race to the
4. Integrating management of demand on transport
bottom’ where councils compete to offer more greenfield
networks – internalising external costs; and
car-based development or more and cheaper parking
5. Integrating locational choices, land use and
than their neighbours. This is unsustainable
transport planning with demand management across
development in every way, creating congestion and
all modes – linking transport to other policy areas.
social exclusion as well as environmental damage and
Failure to integrate transport in these ways has
also undermining existing urban areas and any real
huge
consequences for local authorities and for the
regeneration that might happen there. Minimum
shape
of our cities and patterns of development. The
parking standards for new developments, supposedly
result of policy change in recent years is that we have
set in Regional Transport Strategies/Regional Spatial
in fact slipped back to level 2, without exploiting
Strategies, fall foul of these pressures. Below the
much of level 1.
regional level, there is a clear gap, yet no powers to
The result of all these problems together is that,
fill it. In some cases, authorities have filled it
too
often, there is poor delivery of transport on the
themselves, or history has played a part – the Tees
ground,
poor transport planning and a set of other
Valley authorities co-operate on transport planning, a
policies and funding streams creating more transport
South Hampshire transport partnership has been
problems. This is not by any means general – there are
formed and Nottingham and Nottinghamshire produce
notable successes in making local transport work, in
a joint LTP, for example – but the Government has few
rural as well as urban areas, and historic cities and
formal powers to compel co-operation, even if it
national parks tend to be better at it because some
wanted to (it has shown few signs of using informal
control of traffic is economically as well as
pressure to promote co-operation). In some cases,
environmentally clearly in the general interest. But
regional structures are clearly flawed – for example,
too often and particularly in deprived areas, the
the unitary councils in the Avon area have no
problems overwhelm any transport initiatives and the
representatives on the SW Assembly’s transport group.
poorest in society, as well as the wider environment
Lack of autonomy
and economy, lose out.
Another problem, in transport as elsewhere in local
This contrasts with European experience. It is
government, is the lack of autonomy. Councils find
commonplace in the UK transport debate to contrast
themselves facing separate pots of Government money,
poor transport in the UK, especially public transport,
with targets and indicators attached, to fund separate
with much better and cheaper European provision.
programmes and initiatives – economic regeneration,
Clearly in some cases, distance and the holiday spirit
planning, neighbourhood renewal and environment.
can exaggerate, but there is solid evidence (for
Councils also find themselves dealing with transport
example in the Commission for Integrated Transport
impacts from a range of non-transport policies and
report (2001) that European countries do experience
programmes – new hospitals, school reforms and
better provision in public transport, better integration
magistrate court reorganisation for example – which
between transport and planning of land use and
the sponsoring Government Department has not
economic development, and hence reduced reliance on
considered. The powers to charge for road use and
the car (the UK has lower levels of car ownership
workplace parking do offer in theory a route to some
than many other European countries of similar
financial autonomy, but there is no guarantee of
economic strength, but our car mileage per head per
genuine additionality and, as noted already, the
year is among the highest in Europe and our public
disincentives to exercise them are strong.
transport use and cycling is among the lowest). This is
Lack of integration
notably true in rural areas. Research for Transport 2000
(Sloman, 2003) examined rural transport in Greater
Added to all of these there is a lack of integration.
Copenhagen, Friesland in the Netherlands and North
Integrated transport has become a slogan, but it has a
Rhine-Westphalia, and compared provision with the
number of meanings, as Copley and Wenban-Smith
UK. It was clear that the European regions had much
have described (2001). In ascending order, he suggests:
better provision, especially of rural public transport,
1. Integration between transport modes, e.g. through
including:
ticketing and interchange – competition rules have
• ‘cheek-to-cheek’ bus and rail integration with
too often stopped sensible integration of this sort;
integrated timetabling and ticketing;
2. Integration between transport planning and land use
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• widespread use of flexible public transport (taxifunding of innovative transport services and these
buses, door-to-door transport, shared taxis) but as
have created very good and high quality transport
an integral part of a full public transport network
services. Implicit in these schemes, however, has been
running from early morning to late at night, 7 days a
the idea that local authorities will take up and
week, not as stand-alone services (for example,
spread good practice developed in the projects funded.
taxis meeting buses on request from the bus driver;
This is not a realistic expectation in the absence of a
train-taxi services; taxis or taxi-buses franchised to
large-scale public transport network which includes
provide an on-demand service, sometimes to replace
flexible transport and which has continuing secure
buses at evenings or weekends,);
funding and co-ordination from strong local or regional
transport authorities (this point is amplified in
• integrated fares and ticketing, so that one ticket can
research by Peter Headicar for SW TAR (2004).
take you from door to door;
• high quality information about transport networks;
and
• integration of cycling with public transport.
Higher public spending on transport was clearly a
factor in this provision, but it was only one factor.
What seems to make the difference is that in other
European countries there are strong local and regional
authorities with clear powers and duties and a level of
accountability to co-ordinate public transport and to
provide services.
This creates two sorts of benefits compared to the
UK. First, there are network benefits: integrated
ticketing and timetabling, providing door-to-door
services on one ticket, with clear minimum standards
based on population size and density, giving users some
idea of what they can expect to get. It should be
stressed that such benefits can provide better value for
money – local transport in the UK is bought and
provided by many disparate agencies, with special
transport services to enable access to education, health
and social services or for disabled people, whereas the
kind of high quality mainstream transport in these
European case studies can replace some of the need for
this specialist transport. Second, these are in turn part
of wider packages and benefits. For example, good
public transport and cycle networks are in European
practice linked to high quality street design and urban
development to provide urban areas that people
choose to live and invest in. They also form part of carfree tourism packages in some Austrian resorts or the
Hoge Veluwe National Park in the Netherlands
which offer travel passes or free local buses, demandresponsive taxis at night, cycle networks and bike
rental, all as part of a visitor package deal to reduce
traffic impacts in environmentally sensitive areas.
Both of these sorts of benefits are undervalued (or in
some cases ignored) in UK transport planning and
appraisal, but they go some way to making real the
link between good local transport and other public
policy outlined above.
Some claim that the UK has been as good as
anywhere else in experimenting with flexible public
transport. There have, for example, been urban and
rural bus challenges and Rural Transport Partnership

Ways Forward
Where do we go from here, and how can we head in
a direction that gives us at least some of the European
outcomes and wider benefits? There is, in fact, a range
of solutions available, and existing devolved
administrations show some of the way forward for
England. Scotland has more transport powers devolved
than Wales, but both are moving in similar directions:
towards regional partnerships of local authorities,
with backstop powers to compel authorities to cooperate with each other within these partnerships.
These partnerships will plan and fund transport
within their regions, but with funding and oversight
from Edinburgh/Cardiff. In London, the Mayor controls
strategic roads, buses and the Underground (as dictated
by the Public-Private Partnership) and distributes
local transport funding to the boroughs.
All of these offer some ideas for ways forward. In
thinking about local transport in the rest of England,
some principles come from this and from the analysis
of the problems above.
First, we need to apply subsidiarity. There are some
things that only Whitehall can do, and it should
concentrate on setting clear national and regional
frameworks, and avoid micro-managing. Localism has
its limits; a free-for-all will produce precisely the
‘race to the bottom’ already described, and the
weakest communities fare worst. The frameworks need
to:
• link transport planning with land use planning and
economic development
• integrate transport into other policy areas to
maximise access to key facilities
• allow for consistent pricing signals
• create clear responsibilities and budgets that
enable delivery and give powers to make tradeoffs
• require public involvement, transparency and
accountability, including strong official transport
user bodies
They also need to encourage rather than discourage
co-operation between authorities.
Second, we need greater devolution of transport
powers and funding within these frameworks.
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Transport authorities need to be free to use all local
with the Strategic Rail Authority, which could
transport funding freely and to deal with local
retain overall control of the timetable and
transport problems as they see fit.
planning/funding for inter-city and freight services,
but this has not proved to be a problem in other
There are essentially two paths for creating such
countries.
frameworks and devolution in England, and I want to
explore and outline both of them.
• Control over roads. The devolved governments in
Scotland and Wales have been given control of all
The first is through directly elected regional
roads in their area, and the Greater London
assemblies. The Government’s proposals for these
Authority controls all strategic roads in London
currently include very little devolution of transport
except the small sections of motorway. Regional
powers – LTP funding and some rail grants may be
assemblies are apparently to get no such powers,
devolved, but that is it. We need to be much bolder.
even though motorway and trunkroad traffic is
Regional assembly powers and duties should include:
mostly regional in nature (only 7% of traffic on the
• Establishing a transport policy framework, which
M1 in the East Midlands is travelling to/from south
would take account of the duty to promote
of Leicester and north of Chesterfield). The work of
sustainable development, to ensure regional
the Highways Agency is a prime candidate for
government prioritises more environmentally
transfer to regional government. Some basic
friendly transport options. The strategy should
national standards – of road management and
support the regional social, economic and planning
maintenance, for example – might be needed, but
roles. It must then have the power to act, and to
extending the detrunking already being
invest, to ensure implementation. Regional
implemented would give assemblies real choices in
government should also have a duty to consult and
transport spending.
involve the public in transport strategies and
To implement their transport strategies, regional
decision-making. The Planning and Compulsory
assemblies
should have the power or duty to create
Purchase Bill already requires the Regional
regional
transport
authorities answerable to the
Spatial Strategy to promote sustainable
assembly. These would have powers and funding to
development, but in transport terms this needs to
plan and co-franchise rail services in the regions and to
translate into targets on traffic levels. Integrating
set and enforce minimum standards for public transport
transport planning with the wider regional
provision, minimum parking charges and maximum
strategy should ensure that regional economic
parking standards. Parking charges and also levels of
development strategies and regional spatial
parking in new developments are key ways to tackle
strategies are co-ordinated with regional transport
congestion and traffic, and regional authorities can
strategies to actively reduce the need to travel and
discourage local authorities competing for new
promote sustainable development. Assemblies
development by offering plentiful free parking. County
should be empowered to work with local
transport executives should be established, to
government to establish and implement a policy
implement the regional transport authorities’ plans
framework for a range of issues, including road
and policies; the existing PTEs and new ones with
charging/congestion charging; parking; and
similar powers in other counties. A single regional
concessionary fares. These powers would contribute
executive would probably be too big, remote and
to the wider economic and environmental aims of
unresponsive, especially when drawing up local bus
regional government.
strategies – a set of county or city PTEs answerable to
• A major role in rail services and investment. Every
the regional transport authority combines regional
other European country – even France – has seen
oversight with local management, and builds on the
devolution of powers and funding for regional and
PTEs and the excellent public transport work done by
local rail services to regional authorities or groups
many county and unitary council transport officers.
of authorities, and the Rail Review, announced by
Some regions already have public transport user
the Government in January, specifically includes
forums, supported by the Rail Passenger Committees;
devolution as an option. There are many ways this
these should be created in every region and linked to
might be done: by giving franchise powers over
the Assemblies and their transport authorities.
certain types of rail services (the German
Assemblies should also have powers to charge for
authorities have powers over rail services within
road
use and non-residential parking (working with
50 km), by allowing regions to fund extra services on
local government), with the funding going to local and
top of the existing franchise, or by extending the
regional transport investment. But these charging
system used with PTEs and the Scottish Executive
powers should not be the only source of transport
who co-franchise services with the Strategic Rail
funding for assemblies, which must be able to fund the
Authority. Rail planning will need to be exercised
implementation of their transport strategy and
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improve investment in public transport. This will
legal entity with transport powers – for example,
require precepting or other tax raising powers to pay
clearer powers to create integrated ticketing
for transport investment alongside other regional
systems and to plan public transport networks, as
priorities. Regional government should take over
well as over rail services (see below). Groupings of
transport grants from central government, including the
councils could then apply or be designated with this
current grants for rural transport. It will need powers to
legal status. Issues of accountability arise instantly
access capital.
here, and joint councillor groupings are the minimum
necessary for this – public involvement in strategies
With this range of duties and powers, assemblies
and service planning is also essential. A more
would be able to get things done on transport, but would
radical position would be to give such legal entities
have to consider the wider costs and benefits and link
precepting and/or borrowing powers to raise their
transport planning to economic development and land
own funding and/or to act as collectors/ recipients
use planning. As noted above, the superior transport
and spenders of road charging revenue.
systems and networks in other European countries, and
their lower reliance on the car, stem from regional
• Improved regional frameworks and funding: The
bodies with good planning and funding regimes. With
Government could give indicative budgets to the
the creation of regional assemblies in England and the
regions or sub-regions, to allow tradeoffs and
transport partnerships in Scotland and Wales, the UK
priority-setting. Just knowing what the total
and devolved governments have the chance to do this
regional/sub-regional transport pot is would be a
here too.
start, but a more radical version of this involves
putting in all current transport spending in a region
However, this will apply only where directly
or sub-region – Highways Agency and Strategic
elected regional assemblies are approved in referenda,
Rail Authority spending as well as local
and it is clear that opinion in many regions in England,
transport – and allowing councils to decide how to
including at present the midlands and southern
allocate funding – this has already been proposed
England, is against any regional assembly and indeed
by the Greater Manchester PTE, and the
does not identify with any region (Cornwall sees itself
Government is experimenting with this through
as having little in common with Bristol, for example).
Regional Transport Boards in the South East and in
We therefore need a ‘plan B’ to address the problems I
Yorkshire and the Humber.
outlined earlier. Features and options for this
alternative can be outlined as follows:
• Minimum standards and transparency: It is
sometimes argued that localism and local autonomy
• Joint local authority working and partnerships: The
should be balanced against minimum national
Government should encourage joint working between
standards that set out clearly what people have a
authorities. The models include the PTEs (which
right to expect – a ‘citizen entitlement’. There have
should get some highway powers), the South
been examples of local authorities cutting bus
Hampshire (‘Solent’) partnership between
subsidies and services or abolishing or doubling
Hampshire, Southampton and Portsmouth, and the
parking charges as an explicit part of an election
joint LTPs mentioned earlier. This might also
platform, and minimum standards would set limits
involve creating or encouraging formal transport
on this. Yet this would interfere with this
partnerships between counties and district councils
democratic process. One solution might be to have
in those areas with two-tier authorities. Some
nationally set standards and services (and perhaps
existing joint local authority bodies like National
frame these in terms of accessibility standards for
Park Authorities could be encouraged to develop
particular facilities like health and education as
more local transport planning and provision. This
well as levels of bus services or other more outputjoint working and partnership could be encouraged
driven measures), and require councils to report on
with sticks and carrots: the Government might take
their approach to these through transport plans (or
backstop powers to require joint transport planning
maybe accessibility plans), but without compulsion
and funding for areas like Avon or the Thames
to meet them. Regional public transport user forums,
Valley (or between authorities – for example
already mentioned, could be strengthened and
Cheshire, Merseyside and Greater Manchester) and
funded to comment on minimum standards and to
conversely it might reward authorities working
tackle and voice user concerns. Councils would then
jointly with more powers and funding. This might
have complete freedom to fall below or exceed such
be done in a non-statutory way, but an extension of
standards, but the decision to provide less or more
this would be to adopt the German
would be transparent and electorates could then
‘verkehrsverbund’ model, where authorities group
decide if they were happy with this. If however a
together to plan and deliver transport services (e.g.
single council was holding up agreement on a service
the Munich grouping of the city council and the
or provision (for example an area travelpass) that
region of Bavaria). This could mean creating a new
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would benefit a wider area, Government could then
revenue through charges on new developments and
have the reserve powers to require co-operation.
have more incentives for road user charging, which
needs to be genuinely additional.
• Earned autonomy: If the Government is really not
happy with letting go of powers and funding, then
• Devolution of rail services: already raised as an
it should at least give local authorities that
option by the Rail Review and also by the Strategic
perform well with clear strategies extra funding
Rail Authority’s recent Community Railways
and maybe powers, while authorities that do not
strategy, this could see individual councils or groups
have a clear strategy or are not consistent with the
of local authorities taking over responsibility for
regional transport strategies could be given less.
funding and franchising local rail services. This
‘Extra powers’ might involve more powers over
would build on existing community rail
buses and rail or more freedoms to swap capital and
partnerships, such as the Devon and Cornwall Rail
revenue funding. More proactive monitoring of LTPs
Partnership. Some national framework would be
would be an essential part of this process. But this
needed to ensure network benefits were retained. At
is really minimalist and not in any ‘new localism’
the minimum, extra powers and freedoms to fund
agenda!
local rail services are required – for example,
councils facing road traffic from Felixstowe should
• Reform the LTP system make it more strategic and
be able to fund rail upgrades to transfer it to rail.
to create closer links between different Government
budgets and initiatives – transport, economic
• Trunk roads: there could be further detrunking or
development, neighbourhood renewal, etc. – and
transfer of control of trunk roads to groups of local
also between transport and land use planning. Such
authorities providing suitable management,
reforms could involve:
planning and funding regimes were in place.
– Good links between the new Local Development
An evolutionary approach like this would allow
Frameworks and LTPs, and between LTPs and the
some practical benefits to be provided fairly quickly
Regional Spatial Strategies. LTPs could be
(for example, the Solent partnership has been able to
lengthened to 10-15 years and linked to and
create a Solent travelcard valid on 14 bus operators). It
approved alongside Local Development
would build up organisations that can provide and coFrameworks with a clear requirement to
ordinate transport services and integrate them with
demonstrate how the Local Transport
other policy-making and delivery, without waiting
Plan/Local Development Framework strategy
for larger scale local government change. The wider
will (for example) tackle congestion, ensure
suggestions of greater devolution and autonomy within
reliability and accessibility, meet air quality
clear national and regional frameworks would, if
standards and provide an adequate network of
adopted, start to overcome the problems with local
public transport.
transport outlined earlier.
– There could be community transport plans below
It might be said that none of this is achievable
the LTPs, devolving some transport decisions to
without full-scale bus reregulation. This is not the
very local level or at least planning transport
place to get into that debate; I only comment, first,
and travel through community involvement such
that in many rural and some suburban areas, there are
as street audits.
now few or no commercial bus services – what buses
exist are subsidised – and that, as the Strategic Rail
– Pooling of transport budgets, perhaps through
Authority’s recent Community Railways strategy
‘community brokers’ or local authority transport
observed, subsidised buses and trains are in some places
co-ordinators, to ensure that all public sector
running in competition with each other or at least in a
funding for transport in an area is looked at
completely unco-ordinated way. Secondly, there are
together (counties like Devon and Cheshire
many ways in which some of the European outcomes
have been doing this for many years). If this
listed above might be achieved within the current
were tied to accessibility, with ‘accessibility
system, for example through the ‘quality networks’
grants’ replacing the large number of different
concept of replanning all commercial and tendered
transport grants (especially in rural areas) this
public transport services in an area from scratch.
would assist in the minimum standards
Thirdly, if local transport is to be linked to wider
framework suggested above.
public policy, as I argue, this may require different
• Funding reforms depend on how far general
approaches from both operators and local authorities,
autonomy is given to councils. If the current system
and neither London-style tight specifications nor the
continues, then we need a separate transport
complete commercial freedom elsewhere may be
assessment, including bus services and other
appropriate. What, however, is clear from European
transport along with road maintenance. If more
practice is the need to bring taxis and taxi licensing
freedom is given, councils must be free to add to
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within the framework of public transport coBest Practice in Delivering Integrated Transport: Key
ordination. The incentives for operators to provide
Findings CfIT, London.
community transport as part of franchises is an
http://www.cfit.gov.uk/research/ebp/key/pdf/key.p
example from the Netherlands that deserves further
df
study, and taxi licensing is essential for this.
Copley, G. and Wenban-Smith, A. (2001) ‘The role of
Regional Transport Strategies in national and local
Overriding all of this is the debate on road user
transport planning’ European Transport Conference,
charging, which has the potential to transform the
PTRC
transport debate and the issues facing local
DETR (1998) A new deal for transport: better for
government. Just to give one example: if the
everyone Department of the Environment, Transport
Government wants to move towards some kind of
and the Regions, London.
national scheme, it will need pathfinders. How about
http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft_transstra
giving councils that agree to be pathfinders enough
t/documents/page/dft_transstrat_021588.hcsp
money to halve council tax for five years? That would
____ (2000) Transport Act 2000 Department of the
change the transport debate radically! More
Environment, Transport and the Regions, London.
generally, any move towards more widespread
http://www.hmso.gov.uk/acts/acts2000/20000038.ht
charging will require authorities able to collect and
m
spend revenue wisely and in ways that voters and
Headicar, P. (2004) Planning for a Step-Change: A
motorists can clearly see as improving things – the
Passenger Transport Strategy for Rural Areas A report
evolutionary creation of stronger local and sub-regional
commissioned by the Association of Kennet Passengers,
joint transport authorities and joint working would be a
Sponsored by Transport 2000
way towards this. This applies also if, as the Barker
http://www.kennetpassengers.com/planning-for-areport (2004) and many others have suggested,
step-change.pdf
developer contributions or increased land values are
ODPM (2003) Sustainable Communities: Building for
put into an infrastructure fund, since the transport
the Future Office of the Deputy Prime Minister,
elements of this will need to be properly planned and
London.
spent.
http://www.odpm.gov.uk/stellent/groups/odpm_com
Conclusion
munities/documents/pdf/odpm_comm_pdf_022184.pdf
Local transport suffers from fragmentation and lack
Sloman, L. (ed) (2003) Rural Transport Futures
of integration, and also from clear frameworks. It is, I
Transport 2000 Trust, London.
believe, consistent with new localism for Government
http://www.transport2000.org.uk
to set clear frameworks and then give councils freedom
and powers to work within those and raise revenues to
fund good local transport services. Where elected
regional assemblies are created, these should be given
stronger transport powers than currently envisaged –
elsewhere, a more evolutionary approach promoting
joint working and pooling of budgets could bring some
benefits quickly. Other countries have such
frameworks and local freedoms, and their local
transport seems to be better than ours.
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Abstract
feasible and stress-free modes of transporting people
en-masse, especially outside the conventional modes of
This paper presents innovative paratransit schemes
mass transit. Special transit carriers collectively
that will be found appropriate and useful in
called paratransits augment, supplement and
developing economies against the backdrop of
complement the provision of normal modes of travel in
underdevelopment, economic downturn and the need to
urban cities.
combat congestion at public transit stations such as bus
stops and bus terminals. Two such paratransit schemes,
Clymo (1989), identified four major reasons for the
Co-operative School Bus Ride Scheme and Coemergence of paratransit operations in developing
operative Company Bus Ride Scheme, as well as other
countries. These are:
modifications of such schemes, are presented. The
1 ability to evade many of the legal and social
individual schemes are proposed considering the
constraints which apply to conventional buses
modes of operation, ownership, control, benefits and
(undoubtedly if paratransits were to abide with
possible drawbacks. The schemes are individually
these norms it would increase their operating costs);
argued to be virtually stress-free, and they provide
2 appropriateness of paratransits for areas where
answers to congestion and attendant problems
passenger demand is insufficient to justify high
experienced by the categories of commuters they are to
frequency of conventional buses;
cater for at bus stops and terminals. The schemes are
3 provision of more individual standards of service
designed to address the peak period surge in demand
than the conventional bus network, especially
from school children and company and government
where there is sufficient reward; and
employees which usually over-stretches terminal and
4
provision of the only mode of public transport in
bus-stop facilities for the available (but equally overmarginal areas on the outskirts of cities where
subscribed) mass transit buses and cabs. Possible
development has not proceeded sufficiently to
compositions, duties and regulation of management and
attract or justify large bus operation.
control bodies for the schemes are discussed as well as
Keefer and McGrath (1987) identify paratransits as
the modes of operation of the individual co-operative
covering
school buses; social health and related
paratransits.
special bus and van services; subscription (or ‘club’)
Keywords
buses; Community and neighbouring services by buses
Commuter ridership, co-operative ownership, coand vans; jitneys; Variable-route and route-deviation
operative ridership, fleet capacity, mass transit,
services by buses or vans; shared taxis and regular taxi
paratransit.
services; vanpools and carpools; organised ride sharing
(hitch-hiking) services. Many of these types of
Introduction
services are organised and or operated by private
Urban public passenger transport in developing
companies, social agencies, or welfare organisations. In
cities presents a kaleidoscopic mix of political,
most urban centres of the developing world, two and
financial, institutional, managerial and technical
three-wheeled (motorcycles and tricycles) paratransit
problems to which there are no easy solutions. The one
operations are thriving in spite of insinuations of high
common denominator is that in countries with limited
accident risks by these modes of transit. In fact, the use
resources most motorised journeys are, and are likely to
of this category of paratransit has demonstrated that
be, made by public transport. And because population is
paratransit services can appreciably complement the
growing, the demand for public transport is growing too
services of the conventional transit modes in our urban
(Yearsley, 1989).
centres. As a matter of fact, transit by this form of
Increasing difficulties in urban commuter ridership
paratransit has come to stay in both rural and urban
of public transport call for not only better methods of
centres of the developing nations. Perhaps the greatest
managing urban traffic but also more innovative,
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Table 1. Transit passengers’ income classifications by mode in the Lagos metropolitan area
Mode Class
Conventional

Mode
60/80-Seater Commuter Buses

32-seater Coaster Buses

14-Seater Buses

Taxi-cabs

Rail transit**

Waterways (Ferry Service)**
Non-Conventional Commercial Motor Cycles (Okada)

Major Patronising

Income Ranges (annual)

Income groups

N - Naira

Equivalent in £*

Middle

N 180,000 – N 2,400,000

860 – 11400

Low

< N 180,000

< 860

Middle

N 180,000 – N 2,400,000

860 – 11400

Low

< N 180,000

< 860

Middle

N 180,000 – N 2,400,000

860 – 11400

Low

< N 180,000

< 860

High

> N 2,400,000

> 11428.57

Middle

N 180,000 – N 2,400,000

860 – 11400

Middle

N 180,000 – N 2,400,000

860 – 11400

Low

< N 180,000,

< 860

All income groups All income ranges

All income ranges

Low

< N 180,000,

< 860

N 180,000 – N 2,400,000

860 – 11400

< N 180,000

< 860

Non-Conventional cabs (kabukabu) Middle
Low
* Current conversion rate is £1 = N210
** highly limited in operational scope

advantage of this category of paratransit is the rideto-door-step service it offers commuters.
In this paper, we propose two forms of Co-operative
paratransit services appropriate for a developing
economy. We discuss ownership, modes of operation,
control, benefits and possible drawbacks of the
individual co-operative ridership schemes. We go on
to highlight other possible adaptations and extensions
of the various schemes proposed to other areas of
public interest, and draw conclusions.
Co-operative School Bus Ride Scheme
The Co-operative School Bus Ride Scheme is
proposed to cater for the teeming populace of urban
school children, especially those of secondary school
age. Before the economic downturn in Nigeria,
especially in the southern states and while the number
of schools has not risen astronomically as it has risen
in the last two decades, individual schools used to
provide school buses to transport children to and from
schools at affordable yet profitable fares. With the
surge in the number of schools and the prohibitive cost
of motor vehicles (buses), spare parts and maintenance,
this option of student welfare had to be set aside in
almost all new generation schools, while older schools
had to scrap the scheme. This commendable
paratransit mode of travel is being proposed here in a
manner that will be affordable through co-operative
ownership, control, regulation and maintenance. The
proposed School Bus Scheme is aimed at pooling the
resources of a group of schools (especially in large
urban centres and adjacent suburban or rural settlements

and small towns) together in order to cater for the
transportation of their school children.
Ownership
It is proposed that a Co-operative School Bus Ride
Scheme will be jointly owned by the benefiting group of
schools on the basis of the individual school
populations and demand, subject to regular review of
changing school population and/or demand. Enough
flexibility should be exhibited in the group as to allow
a member school to withdraw or a new school to join
the group, subject to assessed availability of transit
capacity to accommodate the new member school.
Ownership of the school bus fleet shall also be subject
to review by the relevant individual school owners or
the governing authorities of the respective schools in
the group.
Management
A committee comprising delegates from the ownerschools and State Ministry of Education will manage
the School Bus Scheme. The number of delegates from
each school shall be determined by the proportionate
weight of the share a school holds in the scheme. The
committee shall be responsible for the day to day
running of the fleet owned by the co-operative group,
fixing fares, regulating and scheduling trips,
regulating school bus ride bus stops, issuing valid
identities for riders, disciplining of defaulters and
errant users.
Operation
The School Bus Schemes shall operate on fixed
routes at fixed periods of the day. Consideration shall
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Figure 1. Commuters vying to
board an 80-seater bus

be given for special service to members of staff and
students of any of the owner schools who may want to
use the buses in the fleet subject to the payment of a
rental fee paid in advance, in accordance with the
regulations laid down by the management committee
and with indemnity from the authority of the school
concerned. During the school holidays the buses can be
used, according to clearly spelt-out guidelines, for
commercial services in order to generate funds and
improve the fleet’s viability. These guidelinew will
ensure that the buses are not overused so that they do
not have to be withdrawn from service during the
school term. In this regard too, there will be policy
guidelines on periodic maintenance.
Provisions shall also be made for co-operating
schools to use the buses for special engagements which
involve a particular school or some schools in the
group. At no time should a bus in the fleet be given out
even on rental to any person or group of persons outside
the School Bus Scheme, unless with due approval from
the Ministry of Education.
In the light of the foregone operational guidelines,
it should be borne in mind that the primary concern and
aim of the School Bus Scheme is to serve students;
every other need or desire shall be secondary.
Control
The overall controlling authority of the School Bus

Scheme shall be vested in the appropriate
departments of the State, or Federal Ministry of
Education, depending on who owns the schools in the
group. Groups of schools that intend to run a School Bus
Scheme shall apply to the governmental agency in
charge of the scheme. It is proposed that the
Government (local, state or federal as the case may be)
shall be responsible for the initial capital outlay of
the scheme with terms of agreement of the repayment
of the initial capital outlay to the government clearly
spelt out and agreed upon. The controlling authority
shall determine the number of buses to be allocated on
credit to a particular group of schools that have
applied for registration and the number of supporting
staff such as drivers, clerks and fleet supervisors. The
controlling authority shall also be responsible for the
approval, registration and regulation of the operations
and administration of all such School Bus Schemes in
its area of jurisdiction. It shall oversee matters
relating to standards, fare charges, approval for the
purchase of buses, approval for the disposal of
unserviceable buses, vetting the co-operative groups’
accounts, approval of nominees to the co-operative
group management committee and adjudicating in
matters of legal and moral importance.
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Table 2. Transit cost ranges for commuters on various transport modes in the Lagos
metropolitan area
Mode Class

Mode

Transit Cost Ranges (per km)
N - Naira
Equivalent in £

Conventional

60/80-Seater Commuter Buses

4–8

0.02 – 0.04

32-seater Coaster Buses

4 – 10

0.02 – 0.05

14-Seater bus

8 – 12

0.04 – 0.06

30 – 60

0.14 – 0.29

Taxi-cabs

Non-Conventional

Rail transit**

2 (Flat)

0.01

Waterways (Ferry Service)**

2 (flat)

0.01

Commercial Motor Cycles (Okada)

5–8

0.02 – 0.04

Non-Conventional cabs (kabukabu)

8 – 12

0.04 – 0.06

* Current conversion rate is £1 = N210
** highly limited in operational scope

Figure 2. Commuters vying to board a 32-seater bus

Benefits
Immense benefits will accrue to both students and
the governing authorities of the owner-schools.
1. The Co-operative School Bus Ride Scheme will
alleviate the sufferings and reduce risk-exposure of
school students in the group who otherwise would
be competing for the limited, over-crowded urban
mass transit buses en-route to and from school.
2. The hitherto over-burdened public transport buses

will be relieved especially during peak periods.
This will result in freer boarding for other
categories of the urban populace.
3. The fleet of vehicles may on a long run be adequate
enough for a co-operative group to break into
smaller groups. The bottom-line is that individual
schools may eventually have school buses if they
choose to leave a co-operative group at a stage
their co-operative group can release one or more
buses in their fleet as their dividend or share.
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Figure 3. View of a vehicle loading point
showing 14, 60 and 80 – seater buses

Problems
Execution of the Co-operative School Bus Ride
Scheme will be challenged in various ways.
1. There is the possibility of the scheme being
hijacked by individual persons or schools for
personal or parochial school interest or taking
undue advantage over others.
2. School children who do not pay for the use of the
bus may get undue access through forgery or
connivance with operators of the buses.
3. The scheme may not attract enough patronage in
some localities by virtue of limited number of
schools there.
4. There may be premature withdrawal of
membership by schools leading to splits in the cooperative scheme which may leave the fragments
unviable as School Bus Schemes.
Co-operative Company Bus Ride Scheme
The Co-operative Company Bus Ride Scheme is
proposed as a means to boost the morale of, and
alleviate the sufferings encountered by, company
workers on mass public transport. While there are
presently some effective companies – especially very
big companies that operate bus services for the benefit
of their employees – many tertiary and middle-sized
companies cannot afford the luxury of providing their

staff with company buses, even though they find it
desirable. That the companies in question cannot
afford separate company buses for their workers is
understandable in the light of low company annual
turnover, the national economic downturn in the recent
past, high vehicle purchase costs and equally high
fleet maintenance costs. However, co-owning,
operating and controlling a fleet of buses as a group
will make this a reality instead of the mirage it has
been hitherto.
Ownership
It is proposed that a Co-operative Company Bus
Ride Scheme will be jointly owned by the benefiting
group of companies or industries who will subscribe to
the scheme on the basis of the staff strength of the
individual component companies or industries the
scheme caters for. This, of course, is subject to review
based on changing demand, company or industry
relocation, withdrawal by a company or industry, or
new subscription into the scheme. The withdrawal of
companies from the scheme shall be entertained only
in accordance with laid down regulations and with
enough period of notice of withdrawal as may be
agreed at the onset of the scheme or as reviewed from
time to time. Similarly, admission of new subscribing
companies shall be subject to accessed availability of
transit fleet capacity. The Co-operative Company Bus
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Figure 4. A vehicle loading point in a commercial arena with assorted vehicle types

owners shall be responsible for the operation,
maintenance, replenishment, regulation and control of
the fleet in the Scheme as delegated to appropriate
management committee. The initial capital outlay for
the scheme shall be borne by the pioneering cooperating companies.
Mode of Operation
It is proposed that a committee comprising
delegates from individual owner-companies manage
the Scheme. The committee shall be responsible for
the day to day running of the fleet owned by the group,
fixing of charges, implementing schedules, regulating
stops, issuing valid identity for riders, disciplining of
defaulters and errant users
The Company Bus Scheme shall operate on fixed
routes and at fixed periods of the day as appropriate
and as agreed on by participating companies. Since the
scheme is primarily a worker welfare service scheme,
individual companies may determine the method of
employees’ monetary subscription into the scheme. It is
possible that the company subscribes to the scheme on
behalf of its employees without deducting the cost of
such subscription from their wages. Alternatively the
workers’ subscription to the scheme may be subsidised
by the company, in which respect a mutually

acceptable percentage of subsidies are expected to be
worked out between the management of the company
and the workers. There may also be a system whereby
the subscription to the scheme is wholly borne by the
individual workers without subsidy by the company.
Such monetary subscription shall be paid to the
Scheme as and when due. Consideration shall be given
for special services to employees of the companies that
subscribe to the scheme or to individual companies who
may want to use the group’s buses subject to advance
payment of rental fees in accordance with regulations
laid down by the committee governing the Scheme.
The proposed users shall indemnify the co-operative
group in writing against damage or theft of the buses.
It will not be acceptable to operate the Scheme’s buses
for external commercial purposes.
There shall be very strict policy guidelines on
corrective and periodic preventive maintenance of the
buses in the Scheme’s fleet.
Control
The control of the Company Bus Scheme shall be
vested in a management committee. The scheme shall
be registered and regulated, but not controlled, by
appropriate governmental ministry or agency in charge
of public transportation. Besides, it will give legal
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Figure 5. Commercial
motorcycle taxi pool

backing to the operations of such schemes and be able
to adjudicate in matters concerning its operation,
establishment and control – especially as it affects the
public interest. The management committee shall be
responsible for setting fares or subscription rates, and
purchase and disposal of unserviceable buses. An
independent body shall however be appointed for
auditing the group’s accounts. Any company subscribing
to the scheme later may not be made to contribute to
the initial capital outlay but may be required to
contribute to the financial base of the scheme as a
registration fee.
Benefits
The Co-operative Company Bus Ride Scheme has a
lot of advantages to offer the individual subscribing
companies and the workers the scheme is designed to
serve.
1. Individual companies which hitherto could not
afford to provide bus services to their workers can
now do so at smaller capital outlay than if they
were to cater for their workers all alone.
2. The scheme will alleviate the discomfort of the
workers in the participating company who
otherwise would have had to compete for the
limited, over-crowded urban mass transit buses enroute to and from work.

3. It will serve as a morale and productivity boost to
the benefitting employees and hence contribute to
increased productivity.
4. The hitherto over-burdened public transport buses
will be relieved especially during the peak
periods. This will result in freer boarding of buses
for other categories of the urban populace.
5. The fleet of vehicles in a particular Company Bus
Scheme may on a long run be adequate enough for a
co-operative group to break into smaller groups. The
bottom-line is that individual companies may
eventually own company buses of their own if they
choose to.
6. This scheme may be able to persuade individuals
who have cars to opt for the scheme services while
going to and from work, leaving their cars at home.
Problems
Definite problems similar to those identified
possible in the organisation of the Co-operative
School Bus Ride Scheme may also ensue here in the
ownership, operation and control of the Co-operative
Company Bus Ride Scheme.
1. There exists the possibility of the scheme’s
operations being hijacked by individual compan or
group of people’s interest.
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Figure 6. Commuters vying to board a 14-seater bus

2. Relocation of a company premises (especially to
areas not in the proximity of the other co-operating
companies) and company closure may warrant
premature withdrawal from the scheme by a cooperating company. This may destabilise the
scheme to some extent.
3. The scheme may not attract enough patronage in
some localities by virtue of limited number of
companies or large or medium scale business outfits
there. However, the regulating authority will need
to strictly regulate when and for what group of
companies a permit is granted and promptly
withdraw such permit if it is found that the Cooperative Company Bus Ride Scheme is not viable.
Extensions and Conclusions
The concepts of this co-operative paratransit can be
extended to special groups such as traders, civil
servants, suburban dwellers and any other vocational
groups that need transportation. It will go a long way
to meet the hitherto elusive needs and aspirations of
groups of commuters for more convenient means of
transport.
Finally, it should be reiterated that the regulating
or controlling role of relevant levels of government
cannot be ignored and should be the bedrock of any cooperative paratransit group. While the relevant

government or government agencies may be represented
at the regulating or controlling committee of such
groups, it is undesirable that the government
participates in the groups. The co-operative groups
will thus be able to operate privately, a direction in
which most government-owned ventures in free
enterprise economies are heading.
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Aviation and Sustainability
The Stockholm Environment Institute at the University of York has published a major new report Aviation
and Sustainability on the future of aviation.
The report has been produced in response to the urgent need globally to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to
the lack of progress in aviation in contributing to these reduction targets. The UK government in common with
other governments in the EU has made a massive commitment to expand aviation. This report argues that airport
expansion is on a collision course with targets to reduce greenhouse gases and avoid the worst consequences of
climate change.
The report is the result of two years work in the University of York by Professor John Whitelegg and Howard
Cambridge and it sets out a new model for dealing with aviation over the next 30 years.
The report argues that aviation should play its full role in reducing greenhouse gases and suggest 7 specific
actions that can be implemented by the UK government and by the EU:
1. Ending the tax-free status of aviation fuel;
2. Introducing an environmental charge for flying that is equal to the environmental damage caused by flying;
3. Implementing World Health Organisation guidelines on noise limitation and banning night time flights;
4. Increasing the use of public transport for access to airports to at least 50% of all trips;
5. Implementing the Zurich airport "bubble concept" that limits emissions of all kinds from airports and treats
airports as if they were large industrial sites;
6. Transferring short (less than 400 miles) trips from air to train. This would reduce the number of flights by 45%
and improve the quality of rail travel for everyone; and
7. Encouraging businesses to use electronic media (e.g. video conferencing) as a substitute for a proportion of air
trips.
The report concludes by issuing a challenge to all those involved in aviation (global organisations, the
aviation industry, environmental pressure groups, central and local government and residents around airports) to
meet and produce a new consensus and a new approach to managing aviation.
The full Aviation and Sustainability report can be downloaded at:
http://www.sei.se/aviation/SEI-Aviation-Report.pdf
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Contributions to World Transport Policy & Practice are
welcome. Whether you are a novice author or an experienced
one, the Editor would like to invite you to consider sharing
your thoughts and experiences with others like yourself. We
can promise a considered and constructive review of your
article and, for contributions deemed suitable, publication in
World Transport Policy & Practice.
Read through the following guidelines and feel free to contact
John Whitelegg, the Editor, who will be pleased to offer
comments on drafts, work in progress, or ideas which could be
made into an article.
Editorial objectives
The journal aims to provide validated information about the
latest developments in transport policy to enable local
authorities, governments, consultancies, NGOs and supranational organisations to speed up their policy development
and implement new ideas from around the world. It will:
• cover all passenger and freight transport
• deal with global as well as local issues
• include the development of the ideas of sustainability, the
design of cities and rural areas, transport corridors and
international links to improve health, the economy and the
environment.
Article composition
Articles should normally be between 2,000 and 4,000 words.
Shorter articles can be published as ‘Comment’ pieces.
Responses to papers which have appeared in the journal,
either as letters to the Editor or as response articles, will be
welcomed.
Submitting articles
1. By e-mail
Articles for publication may be submitted by e-mail attachment
to Pascal Desmond. It is useful if authors indicate what
software is required to read any attachments and if they
include the letter combination ‘zq’ in the title. Please DO NOT
name articles ‘whitelegg’, ‘wtpp’ or variations of these.
Authors are advised that they may need to provide a version
on paper and/or on 3.5” disk prepared on an Apple Macintosh
or PC system.
2. On paper
Three copies of articles, typescript and double spaced with
wide margins are needed. Manuscripts will not normally be
returned, so you should ensure you retain a copy. Provide the
article on paper of no less than 80 gsm weight with high quality
print. This will enable electronic scanning if needed. Please
supply the same version of the article on a 3.5” disk prepared
on a Macintosh or PC system in ASCII format. Mark the disk
clearly with your name, the article title and the software you
have used. Where there is ambiguity, the disk version will
normally be considered definitive.
Presentation
Headings and subheadings should be used at approximately
500–750 word intervals. Ensure that headings and
subheadings are clearly identified.
Charts, diagrams & figures
These should be called ‘Figures’ and numbered consecutively
(e.g. Figure 1, Figure 2, etc.). Make sure they are clear and
can be reproduced easily. In addition, provide the raw data so
that we can redraw them, if necessary.

Indicate where in the text they should appear ‘(Figure 1 about
here)’. Each figure should have a brief title (e.g. ‘Figure 1.
Schematic of the Programme’).
Tables
Tables should be numbered consecutively, independently of
figures. Indicate in the text where they should appear. Give
them a brief title. Ensure that they are clear and legible.
Authors should not use many tabs or spaces between
columns of data – normally, one tab is sufficient.
Maps
Maps are especially welcome as ‘tiff’, ‘pict’ or ‘jpeg’. They
should be numbered consecutively, independently of figures
and tables and their location in the text should be indicated.
Ensure that they are clear, uncluttered and legible. They
should have a title.
Measurements
SI units should be used throughout.
Abstracts & Keywords
Write an abstract of 75 words or so which summarises the
main points of the article. It should be sufficient for a reader to
decide whether or not they want to read the whole article. Also
note up to six keywords which describe the content of the
article. These could include geographical area, if specific,
industry, functions, managerial activity and process.
References
Authors should keep references to a minimum, ideally no more
that ten to fifteen. References should be confined to essential
items only and those that are necessary to establish key
steps in an argument or key areas of support for a particular
proposition.
Reference citations within the text should be by the author’s
last name, followed by a comma and year of publication
enclosed in parentheses. A reference list should follow the
article, with references listed in alphabetical order in the
following form:
Books: Surname, Initials (Year of Publication) Title Place of
Publication, Publisher.
Articles: Surname, Initials (Year of Publication) ‘Title’ Journal
Volume, Number, Pages.
Originality
The author should indicate if a paper has been presented
elsewhere. If the author does not do so, the Editor will assume
that the paper is an original contribution. Papers appearing in
World Transport Policy & Practice should not be published
elsewhere without the written consent of the Publisher of the
journal.
Copyright
Authors submitting articles for publication must warrant that
the work is not an infringement of any existing copyright.
Papers and contributions published become the legal
copyright of the publisher, unless otherwise agreed.
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